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Abstract
Context. In machinelearning, ensemble methodscontinueto receive increased attention.
Since machine learning approaches that generate a single classifier or predictorhave shown
limited capabilities in some contexts, ensemble methodsare used to yield better predictive
performance. One of the mostinteresting and effective ensemble algorithms that have been
introduc
ed in recent years is RandomForests. A common approach to ensurethat Random
Forestscan achieve a high predictiveaccuracy is to usea large numbe
r of trees. If the predictive
accuracy is to be increased with a higher number of trees, this will result in a morecomplex
model, which may be moredifficult to interpret or analyse. In addition, the generation of an
increased number
of trees results inhigher computational powe
r and memory requirements.
Objectives. This thesisexplores automatic simplification of RandomForest modelsvia
post-pruningas a means to reduce the size of the modeland increase interpretability while
retaining or increasingpredictiveaccuracy. The aim of the thesisis twofold. First, it compares
and empirically evaluates a set of state
-of-the-art post-pruningtechniqueson the simplification
task. Second, itinvestigates the trade-off between predictiveaccuracy and model int
erpretability.
M ethods. The primary research methodused to conduc
t this study and to address the
research questionsis experimentation.All post-pruningtechniquesare implementedin Python.
The RandomForest modelsare trained,evaluated, and validated on five selected datasets with
varying characteristics.
Results. There is no significant difference in predictive performance between the
compar
ed techniquesand none of the studied post-pruningtechnique
s outperforms the otheron
all include
d datasets. The experimental results also show that model interpretability is
propo
rtional to modelaccuracy, at least for the studied settings. That is, a positive change in
model int
erpretability is accompani
ed by a negative change in model accuracy.
Conclusions. It is possi
ble to reduce the size of a complex RandomForest modelwhile
retaining or improvingthe predictiveaccuracy. Moreover, the suitability of a particular postpruningtechniquedepends on the application area and the amountof training data available.
Significantly simplified modelsmay be lessaccurate than the original modelbut tend to be
perceived as more comprehensible.
Keywords: RandomForests, pruning, interpretability, accuracy.
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Sammanfattning
Kontext. Ensemble metoder fortsätteratt få mer uppmär
ksamhetinommaskininlärning.
Då maskini
nlärningstekniker som genererar en enskild klassific
erare eller prediktor har visat
tecken på begränsad kapacitet i vissa sammanhang, har ensemble metoder vuxit fram som
alternativa metoder för att åstadkomm
a bättre prediktiva prestand
a. En av de mestintressant
a
och effektiva ensemble algoritmerna somhar introduc
erats under de senaste åren är Random
Forests. För att säkerställa att RandomForests uppnå
r en hög prediktiv noggrannhet behöver
oftast ett stortantal träd användas. Resultatet av att användaett störreantal träd för att öka den
prediktiva noggr
annheten är en komplex modell som kan vara svår att tolka eller analysera.
Problemetmeddet storaantalet träd ställerdessutom högre krav på såväl lagringsutrymmet som
datorkraften.
Syfte. Denna uppsa
ts utforskar möjligheten att automatiskt förenkla modellersom är
genererade av Random Forests i syfte att reducera storleke
n på modellen, öka dess
tolkningsbarhet, samt bevara eller förbättra den prediktiva noggrannheten. Syftet med denna
uppsa
ts är tvåfaldigt. Vi kommer först att jämföra och empiriskt utvärdera olika
beskärningsteknike
r. Den andradelen av uppsa
tsen undersöker samband
et mellanden prediktiva
noggrannhetenoch modellenstolkningsbarhet.
M etod. Den primära forskningsmetode
n somhar använtsför att genomföra den studien
är experiment. Alla beskärningsteknike
r är implemente
rade i Python.För att träna, utvärdera,
samt validera de olika modellerna, har fem olika datamängder använts.
Resultat. Det finnsinte någon signifikant skillnadi det prediktiva prestandamellande
jämförda teknikerna och ingen av de undersöktabeskärningsteknike
rna är överlägsen på alla
plan. Resultat från experimenten har också visat att sambande
t mellan tolkningsbarhet och
noggrannhet är proportionellt, i alla fall för de studer
ade konfigurationerna. Det vill säga, en
positiv förändringi modellens tolkningsbarhet åtföljs av en negativ förändring i modellens
noggrannhet.
Slutsats. Det är möjligt att reducera storleke
n på en komplex RandomForestsmodell
samt bibehå
lla eller förbättra den prediktiva noggrannheten. Dessutom beror valet av
beskärningsteknike
n på användning
sområdet och mängden träningsdata tillgänglig. Slutligen kan
modellersomär signifikant förenklade vara mindre noggranna menå andra sidantenderar de att
uppfattas sommerförståeliga.
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Nomenclature
Acronyms

Descriptions

ML
AI
RF
CART
MSE
SD
ANOVA
SFS
SBS
LOF
HC
OOB

Machine Learning
Artificial Intelligence
Random Forests
Classification and Regression Trees
Mean Square Error
Standard Deviation
Analysis of Variance
Sequential Forward Selection
Sequential Backward Selection
Local Outlier Factor
Hill Climbing
Out of Bag
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1. INTRODUCTION
Google Translate, Facebook’sface recognition technology, Siri, and Paypal’s fraud detection
system all have at least one thing in common. They rely on Machine Learning (ML)
techniquesto perform core tasks.ML is a subfield of computer science that addressesthe
question of how to build programs or computer systemsthatautomatically improvethrough
experience (Jordan and Mitchell, 2015). According to Jordan and Mitchell (2015), ML is
currently one of the most rapidly growing technical fields, residing at the intersection of
computer science and statis
tics, and at thecoreof Artificial Intelligence (AI) and data science.
Jordan and Mitchell (2015) statethatMLd has becomethe methodof choicefor developing
practical applications for computer vision, speech recognition (e.g. Siri), natural language
processing (e.g. Google Translate
), and robotic controlsystems. For many applications,it is
easier to train a systemby showin
g it examples of desired input-outputbehaviour thanto
program it manually to predict thedesired output
s forall possi
ble inputs
(Jordan and Mitchell,
2015).
Complex ML algorithms, such as RandomForests(RF) and Artificial Neural Networks, have
achieved great predictiveperformances in variousapplications(Fawagreh, Gaber, and Elyan,
2015). These accurate results are achieved by automatica
lly learningfeatures from the data.
Being able to understand thelearned features and theoutput
s of a complex systemwill allow
usto understand ourdata and themodelpredictions in a better way. For example, we may be
interestedin buildinga modelto predict long-range crime activity but, because of the many
features, the final modelmay be too complex to interpret. By building a simpler and more
transparent model,we may be able to: i) reduce the actualsize and complexity of themodel,
allowingus to incorporate the model into small-scale hardware (J. Zhang and Chau, 2009),
and ii) interpret the learned struc
ture of the model,enabling us to gain new fundamenta
l
insightsfromthe da
ta (Mashayekhi andGras, 2015).
Thisthesisaims to explore variousapproaches to automatically simplify models generatedby
the RF algorithm while retaining or improvingthe predictive accuracy. The simplification
techniqueswill be evaluated based on the achieved level of simplicity and interpretability.
There exist several automatic techniquesto simplify RF models,butthetechniquesthatare of
particular interest here are able to perform the simplification as a post-processing stepafter
RF has generated the complete models
. The reason why we are interested in investing this
type of technique
s is becausethey do not restrict thegrowth of theensembles’ membe
rs, i.e.
each tree is fully grown before pruning is applied. In this way, we can ensurethattheinternal
prope
rties of an ensemble are not affected. More specifically, the techniquesthat will be
examined in this thesisare: i) search based postpruning
, (Bernard, Heutte, and Adam, 2009),
ii) cluster-based post-pruning
, (Fawagreh et al., 2015), iii) rank-based post-pruning
,
(Fawagreh, Gaber, and Elyan, 2016), and iv) rulebased post-pruning(Mashayekhi and Gras,
2015).
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1.1 Problem statement
A common approach to ensurethatan RF-modelhas a high predictiveaccuracy is to increase
the number of trees generated. In his seminal article, Breiman (2001) discusse
s the
consequences of increasingthe numberof trees. If the predictiveaccuracy is to be increased
with a larger numberof trees, this will most often resultin a morecomplex modelwhich in
turn may be more difficult to interpret by a human (Breiman, 2001). In addition, the
generation ofan increased numberof trees results in higher computational power and memor
y
requirements(Mishina, Murata, Yamauchi, Yamashit
a, and Fujiyoshi, 2015; J. Zhang and
Chau, 2009). It is thusof importance to maintain the same level of accuracy whileimproving
the interpretability and reducing the need for more computational power and the memory
usage. Based on these obse
rvations, this thesis will address the research proble
m of
automati
cally simplifying Random Forest models to increase interpretability while
maintaining predictiveaccuracy.
It is well knownthatan ensemble of predictors performsbetter thana single predictor for a
wide variety of tasksand conditions (Breiman, 1996; Fawagreh et al., 2015). The RF
algorithm has achieved outstandingresults in many domainsand it often produ
ces better
results thana single decision tree (Hernandez-Lobato, Martinez-Munoz, and Suarez, 2006).
As state
d earlier, in order for an RF-algorithmto produ
ce highly accurate models, thenumbe
r
of trees or the size of the forest needs to be large. This can be a majordisadva
ntage when
resourc
es, such as storage capacity and computational power, are limited.If theseconstraints
are nottaken into consideration, it will be difficult to implement thealgorithmin small-scale
hardware or embedded systems.In somecases, large modelsalso take a longer time to
execute. This can lead to seriousconsequences if the algorithmis executedon systemsthat
are used for mission-critical applica
tions.
Anotherdrawback of an ensemble of trees, such as RF, is the low interpretability. RF is a
popularsupe
rvised learner thatoften results in an increased predictiveaccuracy though at the
costof interpretability and insight into the decision process(Breiman, 2001). In many areas,
such as bioinformatics, the accuracy level is not the only relevant criterion. Often, it is also
important for predictivemodelsto be highly interpretable (Strobl,Boulesteix, Zeileis, and
Hothorn, 2007). To meet this specific requirement, researchers from the area of knowledge
discove
ry have investigated different aspects of RF. In the processof knowledgediscov
ery,
mostresearchers seek to extract useful knowledge from very large databases. However, for
this knowledge to be useful, a high predictiveaccuracy is notin itself adequate. The extracted
modelsalso need to be understoodby humanusers in order to promotetrust and acceptance.
In addition, users often create modelsto attain deeper knowledge of the proble
m domain
ratherthan tosimply obtain n
a accurate classifie
r or predictor.

1.2 Motivation
RF simplification seems to generate significant interest in the research community. This
explainsthe large amount of research donein this field. Nevertheless,there are still several
knowledgegaps thatneed to be addressed.Someof the studies consider modelaccuracy as
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the only criterion while otherstudies define model interpretability as their mainmeasure. In
situationswhen bothcriteria mustbe taken into consideration, theknowledge is limited.This
thesiswill discuss
this possible know
ledgegap.
Mostof thetechniquespresentedin therelated work section focuson classification proble
ms.
However, methodsthat are successful for classification are in certain cases not directly
applicable to regression proble
ms (Mendes-Moreira, Soares, Jorge, and Sousa
, 2012). Thisis
anotherknowledge gap that will beinvestigated in thisthesis
.

1.3 Objectives
Thisthesisexplores automatic simplification of RandomForest modelsvia post-pruning as a
means to reduce the size of the model and increase interpretability while retaining or
increasing predictive accuracy. This can be achieved by removing weak trees from the
original model. Having a smaller subsetcontaining only well-preformed trees will likely
resultin a modelthatis capable of outper
forming the original modelwhich consistsof both
weak and well-preformed trees. Therefore, the aim of thethesisis twofold. First,it compar
es
and evaluates a set of state-of-the-art post-pruning techniques(search based, cluster based,
and ranking based) against each othe
r to find the mostapprop
riate technique. Second, withhe
t
help of the rule based post-pruningtechnique, we will investigate the trade-off between
predictiveaccuracy and modelinterpretability, i.e. the taskof transformingopaque models
with high accuracy to moreinterpretablemodelswhilepreserving thesame level of accuracy.
It is of great importance to mentionthatthefirst three post-pruning techniques (search based,
cluster based, and ranking based) focus only on modelaccuracy when simplifying. Model
interpretability is not taken into consideration. The rule based post-pruning technique takes
this criterioninto account when simplifying.
In this thesis,the modelaccuracy is measured usingMSE (Mean Squared Error), while the
size of a modelis defined as the total numbe
r of trees in the RF-model. By utilizing the
relations
hip between decision trees and decision rules, the interpretability of a model is
measured according to Definition 1and Definition 2 in S
ection 3.3.3.

1.4 Delimitations
To narrow thescopeof the thesis
, classific
ation problemshave been excluded,i.e. this thesis
will only address e
r gression problems.The reasonbehind h
t is dec
isionis becausethe majority
of the approaches suggested by other researchers are only aimed to tackle classification
proble
ms. However, methodsthat are successful for classific
ation are in certain cases not
directly applicable to regression. One of the objectives in this thesiswill, therefore, be to
investigate this poss
ible knowledgegap.
Many techniqueshave been developedto prunethe size of the ensembles. These technique
s
can be categorized into three domains
: (i) pre-pruningtechniques,(ii) runtime-pruning
techniques
, and (iii) post-pruningtechniques.This thesiswill only examine thethird category.
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According to Breiman (2001), oneway to achievea better performance is to let thetrees grow
to their maximumsize. By usingpost-pruning techniques,we canensurethat an ensemble can
reach its full potentialbefore pruning is applied. The post-pruningtechniques will allow to
increase the accuracy of modelsby removing the weak trees. The removalof the weak trees
may resultin a subs
et of trees thatis capable to perform better thanthe original modelthat
consist of bothweak and well-performedtrees (H. Zhang and Wang, 2009). The pre-pruning
and runtime-pruning techniquesmay restrictthe growth of the ensembles’ membe
rs, which
can affect theinternal properties of tha
t ensemble.

1.5 Research Questions
The research questionsstated below focus on modelsgenerated by RF. To apply these types
of techniques,we also assum
e thatthe modelto be simplified is pre-trained. Pre-training in
this context means h
t at the model ha
s already been generated.
RQ1: Whichpost-pruningtechniquecan provide thesmallestRF-modelwithoutaffecting the
prediction ac
curacy?
The goal with Q1 is to identify thebest technique thatprovides the smallest RF-model,
which also at he
t same timedoes not dec
rease theprediction ac
curacy.
RQ2: What is the relations
hip between model accuracy, model size and model
interpretability?
The purpo
se of Q2 is to investigate and understandhow the size of a model can
influence the mod
el accuracy and model int
erpretability.

1.6 Expected Outcomes
Thisthesisis expectedto providean extensivereview of theexamined techniques.The goal is
to clearly showwhich techniqueis themostappropriate. We expect thatthis thesiswill result
in an algorithmthatcangenerate prune
d RF modelsthatbothare smallerin size and have the
ability to perform as well as, or better than,the original ensembles. We also expect thatthis
thesiswill highlight the relations
hip betwe
en model interpretability and model accuracy.

1.7 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesisis organized as follows. The secondchaptergives an overview on
related work, description of the theory, and relevant scholarly literature. The third chapter
explainshowtheresearch has been conducted;which research methodhas been used, which
data pre-processing techniqueshave been selected. The fourth chapterpresentsthe results of
thedata analysisand thefindings obtaine
d from the research, whilethefifth chapterinclude
s
an extensivediscussi
on of theresults and interpretationsand opinions.Chapter6 presentsthe
key findings and showsthe conclusions drawn from the research. In the seventh and last
chapter, we recommend areas and possi
bilities for further research and future work.
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2. Background
Chapter2 has two mainpurpose
s: i) to give a description of thetheory, and relevant scholarly
literature; and ii) to provide an overview of related work. We start this chapterby introducing
the field of ML and which building blocks it consists of. We then continue to discussa
particular family of decision trees, namely Classification and Regression Trees. We also
discussensemble learning and the most populartechniquesused to generate ensemble
models.We highlight the concept of interpretable modelsand introduce someof the most
popularmethodsused to evaluate ML models. This chapter is then ended by providinga
review of related work.
Learning is a processthat includes the
gain of new declarative knowledge, the de
velopment of
skills throug
h instruction or practice, the organization of new knowledge into useful and
general representations,and the discove
ry of new knowledge and theories throug
h
obse
rvation and experimentation(Carbone
ll, Michalski, and Mitchell, 1983; Nilsson, 1996).
The study and computer modelling of learning processesin theirdifferent variantsconstitute
the subje
ct matter of ML (Carbone
ll et al., 1983).
ML is a field evolvedfrom the field of AI. ML aims to mimic the intelligent abilities of
humansby machines(Subra
manian, 2010). This is doneby automatically learning programs
from data (Domingos, 2012). ML algorithms have the ability to figure out how to solve
important proble
ms by generalizing from examples. In many situations,this is a feasible and
cost-effective alternative to manua
lly buildingtheseprograms.Domingos(2012) studies how
the use of ML has spread quickly throughout computer science during the last years.
According to Domingos(2012) and Dietterich (1997), thisexpansionhas many reasons:First
indepe
ndent research communities in computational learning theory, neural networks, and
pattern recognition have discove
red thatthey had many things in common and startedto work
together. Second,methodsand techniquesin ML have begun to be applied to solvenew kinds
of proble
ms such as knowledge discov
ery in databases, language processing, and robot
control,as well as to moretraditionalproble
ms such as speech recognition, face recognition,
medical data analysis, game playing, web search, spam filter, recommender system, and ad
placement.
Machine Learning algorithms are categorized into several types, based on the desired
outcomeof the algorithm (Ayodele, 2010). There are four common types. The first type is
called supe
rvised learning. In supervised learning, a function is learned from a large number
of training examples. Each training example consists of bothinput(X) and output(Y) values.
The outputvalue is often referred to as a label. The label indicates the desired outputof the
event representedby the example. In this type of learning, themachine is givena sequence of
input/outputpairs {(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), ( 𝑥2 , 𝑦2 ), ⋯ , (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 )} and the objective of the machineis to learn
to produ
ce the correct outputs given a new unseen sequence of inputs 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛 }.
There are two standa
rd categories of supe
rvised learning: i) classification learning, and ii)
regression learning. In classific
ation learning, the label value specifies the type or the class
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into which thecorrespondingexample belongto, whilein regression learning, thelabel value
is an output that is real-valued, e.g. price, weight, temperature, etc. (Behnke, 2003;
Ghahramani, 2004; Sammut and Webb, 2011b;Zhou and Li, 2009). In otherwords, if the
label value (y-variable) is discrete/categorical, then it is a classific
ation problem. If the label
value is continuous(real number
) then it is a regression proble
m. Supervised learning stand
s
in contr
ast to unsupe
rvised learning.
In unsupe
rvised learning,a function is learned from training examples thatare not labelled,
i.e. the machinereceives only a sequence of inputs 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛 }, but obtainsneither
supervised target labels nor rewards from the environmen
t (Behnke, 2003; Ghahramani,
2004). The third type of learning is called semi-supervised learning. Semi-supe
rvised learning
is halfway between supervised and unsupe
rvised learning. The main idea behind semisupe
rvised learning is to learn a predictionfunction on bothunlabe
lled and labelled training
examples in order to perform an otherwisesupervisedlearning or unsupe
rvised learningtask
(Amini andUsunie
r, 2015; Zhu, 2011)
.
The last type of learning is called reinforcement learning. In reinforcement learning, the
objective is to make the machine interact with its environmen
t by generating actions
{𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , ⋯ , 𝑎𝑛 }, which affect thestateof theworld aroundthemachine,which in turnresults
in the machine receiving someinputs (rewards or punishments).The goal is to make the
machinelearn to act in a way thatmaximizes thefuture rewardsand minimize punishmentsin
the o
l ngterm (Behnke, 2003; Gha
hramani, 2004)
.
At this point, it is of importa
nce to note that the primary focus of this thesiswill be on
supe
rvised learning in general and regression learningin particular. The reasons behindthis
choiceare two. First, RF is a supervised learning algorithm. Second,as discusse
d earlier in
Section 1.2,there is a sh
ortage of regression works.

2.1 Decision Tree Learning
To understand RF, it is necessary to first understand decision tree learning in general. A
decision tree is a tree representation of conditions that determine when a decision can be
applied together with actions.A decision tree consistsof nodes (rootnode, interior nodes, and
leaf nodes) and edges. Each pair of nodes is connectedby an edge. Thisedge is labelled by a
condition. The leaf nodes are labelled by decisions or actions. A decision tree works as
following
: startingat therootnodethen navigating down until a leaf nodeis reached. When a
leaf node is reached, thedecision or action in thatleaf nodeis used (Dobra, 2009;Fürnkranz,
2016). An example of adecision tree is given inFigure 2.1.
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Figure2.1: An exampleof adecision treeused todetermine whe
ther it’s a good w
eatheror
notto play tennis.
A decision tree is learned or trained in a top-down manne
r, with an algorithm called TopDown Induction of DecisionTrees. This algorithmuses recursivepartitioningor divide-andconque
r methods(Fürnkranz, 2016). The main role of this algorithmis to choosethe best
attributefor the tree root (the nodeat the top of the tree), split the training examples into
disjoint sets, and attach correspondi
ng nodes and branches to the tree. Once the dataset is
partitioned according to theselectedattribute, theprocedure is recursively repeatedto each of
theresulting datasets. If a dataset only has examplesfrom the same class/value,or if it is not
possi
ble to perform further splitting, the correspondingnode is turned into a leaf nodewith
therespective classor value.A furthersplitting may notbe possi
ble because, for example, all
possi
ble splits have already been used. For theremainingdatasets, an interior nodeis created
and associa
ted with the best splitting attribute for the correspondi
ng set as state
d above
(Dobra, 2009;Fürnkranz, 2016).
There exist somealgorithms h
t at are used to create decision trees, forexample, C4.5, ID3, and
Classific
ation and Regression Trees (CART). We will focus on the latter sinceit’s the
techniquethatis used in the original article (Breiman, 2001). CART is a machinelearning
techniquefor constructing predictionmodelsfrom data. A predictivemodel is obtaine
d by
recursively partitioningthe dataset and fitting a simple predictionmodelwithin each partition.
This partitioning can be representedgraphically as a decision tree. A classification tree is a
decision tree used for classific
ation proble
ms. A classific
ation tree uses values of
attributes/features of the data to makea classlabel (discrete or categorical) prediction,with
prediction er
ror measured in terms ofmisclassific
ation cost.
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The tree in Figure 2.1 is an example of a classific
ation tree, where theleaf nodes are labelled
by categorical values, inthis instance: Play or Don’t play.
A regression tree is a decision tree used for regression proble
ms. A Regression tree is
designed for dependent variablesthattake continuous(a real numbe
r) values, with prediction
error often measured by the squa
red difference between the obse
rved and predicted values
(Fürnkranz, 2016;Loh, 2011).
SinceCART methodolo
gy is an essentialconcept in RF, it is of importance to understand the
internal mechanism of this technique. The CART tree is a binary recursivepartitioning
methodthat has the capability to process continuousand nominal attributes as targets and
predictors. Starting at the rootnode, the dataset is split into two child nodes. Each of these
child nodes is thensplit into two grandchildren. Sincethe tree is grown to a maximal size,
there is no need for predefined stopp
ing criteria. The processof tree-growing stopswhen it is
not possi
ble to perform further splits due to lack of data. Once the tree is grown to its
maximal size, the tree is prune
d back to the root node (split by split) usingthe costcomplexity pruning method. The split to be removedor prune
d is the split that has the
smallestcontribut
ion to the overall performance of the tree on training data (Gey and
Nedelec, 2005; Scott, Willett, andNowak, 2003; Wu andKumar, 2009).
The idea behind CART mechanism is not to generate one single tree, but to produ
ce a
sequence of nestedpruned trees. Each of these trees is a candidateto be the optimal tree. The
tree to be selected is the tree thatperformsbest on indepe
ndent testdata. In contrast to the
C4.5-algorithm, CART does not useperformance measures based on internal training data.
Instead, the performance of trees is always measured on indepe
ndent testdata or by using
cross
-validation. The process of tree selection proceeds only if the test data evaluationis
performed (Gey andNedelec, 2005; Scott et al., 2003; Wu andKumar, 2009).
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2.2 Random Forests
We start this section by considering the standa
rd supe
rvised learning problem.A learning
algorithm is given a sequence of input/output pairs {(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), ( 𝑥2 , 𝑦2 ), ⋯ , (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 )} for some
unknownfunction 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥). The 𝑥𝑖 valuesare often a vector of the shape {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛 }
containingreal-valuedcomponents
, and the(y) valuesare usually drawn fromthereal line in
thecaseof regression. Givena set of training examples, the objective of a learning algorithm
is to outputa regressor.The regressoris an approximation of thetruefunction f. Given a new
set of x values,theroleof a regressoris to predictthecorrespondi
ng y values. An ensemble of
regressors is a set of regressorswhose individual decisions are averaged to predict new
unse
en instances (Dietterich, 2000)
.
In machine learning, ensemble methodsare gaining more and more attention(Liaw and
Wiener, 2002; Yang, Lu, Luo, and Li, 2012). Ensemble learning is an instance of supervised
learning where multiple modelsare used to find one solution for either a regression or a
classific
ation proble
m (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012; Polikar, 2006; Rokach, 2009). Since
systemsthatusea single classifie
r or regressorhave shownlimitedpredictive performance in
some cases, ensemble methodswere developed to yield better predictive performance
(Fawagreh et al., 2015; Hernandez-Lobato et al., 2006). A common approach in ensemble
learning is to usemajority voting to determine the classlabel for unlabelled instances: each
classifie
r is asked to predict the classlabel of the instance being considered. The classthat
collects the highest numberof predictionsis returned as the final predictionof the ensemble
(Fawagreh et al., 2015). This approach is known as ensemble classific
ation. In contrast to
ensemble classification, the goal of ensemble regression is to makea predictionon learning
proble
mswith a numer
ical target variable. The final predictionof theensemble is achieved by
averaging the responses
of its individualmembe
rs (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012). Figure 2.2
shows na example of aregression ensemble.

Figure 2.2: An exampleof a regression ensemble. The final dec
ision of he
t ensembleis
achieved by averaging the de
cisions ofthe tre
es inthe ensemble.
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Several effective ensemble algorithms have been introduc
ed in recent years for example:
Boosting, Bagging, and RandomSubspa
ce Method. The lasttwo techniquesare the building
blocks ofRF.
Bagging predictors is a techniquefor produc
ing multiple predictors and usingthese to get an
aggregated predictor. The aggregation averages over the predictors in the case of regression
(numerical outcom
e) and does a plurality vote in the case of classific
ation (Breiman, 1996).
Bagging or ‘bootstra
p aggregation’ uses a boots
trap of thetraining set to train predictors,i.e.
each predictoris indepe
ndently constructed usinga boots
trap sample of theentire dataset. The
boots
trap sample is obtaine
d from a training set, D, of size n by generating m additional
training sets with size r, where 𝑟 ≤ 𝑛, by uniformly sampling from D with replacement
(Breiman, 1996;Siroky, 2009). Bagging provide
s a key stepin the development of RF sinceit
is one of the earliest techniquesto combine ‘random trees’ (Breiman, 1996). In 2001,
Breiman suggestedan approach, which added an extra layer of randomn
ess to Bagging. This
techniqueis knownas RandomForests. This additional layer of randomnessis knownas,
Random S
ubspa
ce Method.
Random Subspace Method or feature bagging is an ensemble technique that attempts to
improve the performance of weak learners by training these learners on random samples of
features instead of all features (Skurichina and Duin, 2001). In other words, Bagging modifies
the training data by sampling training objects while this technique modifies the training data
by sampling data features (Skurichina and Duin, 2002). Let F be a feature set, 𝐹 =
{𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , ⋯ , 𝑓𝑛 }, of size n. Random Subspace Method generates m additional feature sets with
size s, where 𝑠 < 𝑛, by uniformly sampling from F with replacement. Each learner is then
trained on one of these feature sets.
Like Bagging, RF also creates multiple CART trees usingboots
trapped samples from the
training data. The difference is thateach tree is grown with a randomized subsetof features,
hence the name ‘random’ (Gislason,Benediktsson,and Sveinsson,2006;Prasad, Iverson,and
Liaw, 2006;Siroky, 2009). A large numbe
r of trees (500 to 2000) is used to build themodel,
hence a ‘forest’ of trees (Prasad et al., 2006). For each boots
trap sample, a tree is grown to
maximum size withoutpruning
, and aggregation is by averaging thetrees (Prasad et al., 2006;
Siroky, 2009). By allowingeach tree to grow to its maximal size, and selecting thebest split
from a randomsubsetof features at each node, RF aims to improvethe predictionstrength
while increasing diversityamong trees (Breiman, 2001). Figure 2.2 shows an example of an
RF-model use
d for a regression problem.
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The RF algorithmis best described by Liaw and Wiener (2002). The algorithmis explained in
Algorithm2.1.
Input: training data (T), numberof trees (n), number of features (f)
1. Draw n boots
trap samples from T
2. For each of the boots
trap samples:
a. Grow an unpr
uned regression ree
t with the following setting:
i. At each node, randomly sample a subsetof features of size f and
choosethe be
st split among this subs
et.
3. Predict ne
w unse
en data by averaging the predictions of the
n trees
Output: Random F
orest
Algorithm 2.1:RandomForestsalgorithm in pse
udocode.
RF makes useof Bagging techniquein point(1) whileRandomSubspa
ce Methodis utilized
in point(i). In this section, we have highlightedthe mainbuilding blocksof theRF algorithm.
Concepts like Bagging and RandomSubspace Method have been covered. We have also
described the idea behind ensemble methodsand how they work. This section is ended by
providingthepseudocode for RF.
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2.3 Interpretable Models
In this section, we discussthe concept of interpretablemodels. Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin
(2016) describe the task of understanding the way ML modelsbehave as laborious.They
mean thatthetaskof understanding of ML modelsempowe
rs bothdesigners, developers, and
users in different ways: in modelselection, feature engineering, to trustand act uponthe
predictions, and inore
m intuitive use
r interfaces.
To improveand supporttheprocessof decision-makingin several applicationssuch as online
marketing, health care, and recommender systems
, predictiveanalytics has been broadly used
(Dhurandhar, Oh, and Petrik, 2016). Accordingto Dhurandhar et al. (2016), a crucial factor in
these applications is the interpretability of the decision-making process. If the
recommendation logic is well understood,the adoptions of thesedecision supporttools will
be effortless. For this reason,interpretableML modelshave generated significant interest in
theresearch community and have becomea vital concern in ML.
There exist variousterms thatare used in theliteraturealongsideinterpretability. Usability is
one of them(Bibal and Frénay, 2016). Bibal and Frénay (2016) mean that a modelis not
usable if it is rejectedeven thoug
h theaccuracy is acceptable. Freitas (2014) conduc
teda case
study in a Health centerand notedthata simple, easy to read, model (e.g. decision tree) may
be rejected becausemedical doctorsmay consider that this simple model is not capable of
representing complex medical conditions. In this report,we refer to thetask of understanding
ML modelsas interpretability. By interpretable models, we mean modelsin which theinputs,
output
s, and the elations
r
hip betwe
en them re
a known and clear.

2.4 Model Evaluation
This section will highlight some of the most popularmethodsused to evaluate the
performance of ML models. These methodsare an essentialbuilding block in ML and by
introduc
ing them, we will ensurethatthe knowledgerequired to understand the rest of this
thesisis provided.
The reasonwhy we need to evaluatean ML model is to determine how well the modelwill
performon unseen and futuredata. The target values of future instances are unknown,and we
need to examine theaccuracy metric of theML modelon data for which we already have the
target values.This asses
smentwill thenbe used as a proxy for predictiveaccuracy on future
data. The methodthat is of interest for this thesis is knownas cross
-validation, but before
describing this method,it is advisableto explainthe conceptsof Mean Square Error (MSE)
andStanda
rd Deviation SD).
(
Sammut and Webb (2011) describeMSE as a modelevaluation metric that is frequently used
in regression problems.According to them,the MSE of a modelwith respect to a test-set is
themean of thesqua
red predictionerrors over all instances in thetestset. Thepredictionerror
is the difference between the truetarget value and the predicted target value for an instance.
The MSE can becalculated using
thefollowingformula:
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𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 −𝜆(𝑥𝑖 ))

𝑛

(2.1)

Where 𝑦𝑖 is thetruetarget value for a test instance 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜆(𝑥𝑖 ) is thepredicted target value for
the testinstance 𝑥𝑖 , and 𝑛 is the numberof testinstances (Sammut and Webb, 2011a). The
lower theMSE valueof a modelis, the better themodel is
.
The second evaluationmethodto be described is SD. SD is a measureof the spread of a
distribution. A low SD va
lue show
s thathe
t data points are close tohe
t mean, while ahigh SD
showsthatthedata points are spread over a larger interval, i.e. far from themean. The SD can
be calculated usin
g the o
f llowingformula:
1

2
𝜎 = √𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇)

(2.2)

Where 𝜎 is theStanda
rd Deviation,𝑁 is thetotal numberof data points, 𝑥𝑖 is thedata point,
and𝜇 is the mean of thedata points
.
Cross
-validation (Stone, 1977) is a statis
tical methodfor evaluating and compar
ing the
performance of ML algorithm
s. This is done by dividing the dataset into two different
segments.Oneis used to train themodelwhilethe otheris used to testor validate themodel
performance (Refaeilzadeh, Tang, and Liu, 2009). There exist several forms of crossvalidation, but the one that interestsus is called k-fold cross
-validation sinceit utilizes the
amountof data available in a better manne
r. All data are used for bothtrainingand testing
. In
theirwork, Refaeilzadeh et al. (2009) provide an explanation of how k-fold cross-validation
works.They mean thatthedataset is first divided intok equally (or nearly equally) sized parts
or folds,hence thename k-fold. Once thedata-set is partitioned, thenext stepis to performk
iterationsof training and testing
. At each iteration, a new fold of the dataset is held-out for
testingwhile the rest k – 1 foldsare used to train a new model.As a result of k iterations,k
different performance results will be available. The final resultis achieved by averaging the
results from all k iterations (Refaeilzadeh et al., 2009). Figure 2.3 demonstratesan example
with k = 7. The grey data folds are used for training while the yellow folds are used for
testing
. In ML, it is common that the value of k is set to 10, 10-fold cross-validation
(Refaeilzadeh et al., 2009).
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Figure 2.3
: An examplethat dem
onstrates howk-fold cross-validation works. In this example,
we have a 7-fold cross-validation, sincethe valueof k is set to. 7
Trawiński et al. (2012) argue that in order to perform multiple comparisons of machine
learning algorithms, statis
tical testsand post-hoc procedures are used. The statis
tical testsare
used to determine if there exist significant differences between the compared algorithms
(Trawiński, Smętek, Telec, and Lasota,2012). According to them,the mostfrequently used
statis
tical test is the t-test. They discussfurther that t-test requires that the necessary
conditions(e.g. independence and normality) for a safe usage should be fulfilled if thet-testis
to be used. This is not the case in the majority of the experimentsin ML. When compar
ing
multiple ML-algorithms, Trawiński et al. (2012) recommend to employ rank based
nonpa
rametric Friedmantest(Friedman,1937) followed by a proper post-hocprocedures to
identify the pairs ofalgorithms ha
t t differ significantly.
The Friedman test is easiestdescribed by (Trawiński et al., 2012) and (Demšar, 2006).
Friedmantestis a nonpa
rametric counterpart of theparametric ANOVA test.The purpo
seof
this testis to determine if there exist significant differences between the results achieved by
algorithms studied over given datasets (Trawiński et al., 2012). In their article (Trawińskiet
al., 2012), the authors mentionthatthe Friedmantestdetermines the ranks of the algorithms
for each dataset. In otherwords, the best performingalgorithm is assigned the rank of 1, the
second-best rank 2, etc.
𝑗

Let 𝑟𝑖 be the rank of the j-th of k algorithms on the i-th of N datasets. The Friedmantest
1

𝑗
compar
es theaverage ranks of a
lgorithms, 𝑅𝑗 = 𝑁 ∑𝑖 𝑟𝑖 . Thenull hypothesistate
s s thatall the

algorithms performequivalently and sotheirranks 𝑅𝑗 should be equal (Trawińskiet al., 2012)
and(Demšar, 2006). The Friedman sta
tistic

𝑋𝐹2 =

12𝑁
𝑘(𝑘+1)

[∑𝑗 𝑅𝑗2 −

𝑘(𝑘+1)2
4

is distribut
ed according to 𝑋𝐹2 with𝑘 − 1 degrees of freedom.
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]

(2.3)

2.5 Related Work
Thissection givesan overview on related work. First,it presentsa number of techniquesthat
are used to prune the modelsgenerated by ensemble algorithms such as RF. Second, a
description of someof the most important approa
ches used to extract knowledge from
complex models nd
a to mprove
i
model int
erpretability is provided.
2.5.1 Reduced model size
This section highlights the simplification techniquesthatusemodelsize as theonly criterion
when simplifying RF models.
Several improvements have been made over the past decade to produce a subsetof an
ensemble that can perform as well as, or better than, the original ensemble. The aim of
ensemble pruningis to find such a goodsubset.A large numberof diverseensemble selection
methodshave been propose
d. Tsoumaka
s et al. (2008) and Tsoumaka
s et al. (2009) have
introduc
ed an approach to categorize ensemble selection methodsinto a taxonomy. The
authorspropo
se a certain organization of the variousensemble selection methods into the
followingcategories: a) search based, b) clustering based, c) ranking based and d) other.
Fawagreh et al. (2015) usea clustering-based approach to prunethemodel generated by RF.
The objectives of this paper are two.The first oneis to investigate howdata clustering can be
applied to identify different groupsof similar decision trees in RF in order to remove
redunda
nt trees by choosing a representativefromeach cluster. The secondobjective is to use
theselikely diverserepresentatives to produc
e an extension of RF
, namedCLUB-DRF.
In theirpaper (Tsoumakas, Partalas,and Vlahavas, 2009), theauthorstry to addressa serious
issue in the useof RF; how large an RF have to be. To minimize the size of a forest, three
measures are considered to determine the importance of a tree in a forest in terms of
prediction performance in order to find the desired/optimal sub-forest. On the otherhand,
Yang et al. (2012) propo
se a margin optimization based pruningalgorithm which can
minimize the ensemble size and preserve or improve the performance of RF. The main idea
behindtheiralgorithmis thatit directly takes into consideration themargin distribution of the
RF modelon the training set. To evaluatethegeneralization ability of thesub-ensembles and
the importa
nce of individual classifiers/trees in anensemble, fourdifferent metrics are used.
The goal of Zhao’s et al. (2009) work, is to present a fast pruningapproach. Regardingthe
authors,the existing ensemble pruning algorithms requiremuchpruning time, and this is the
mainreasonbehindthis work. The algorithmuses a transaction databaseto storeor represent
the predictionresults of all base classifie
rs and thenan FP-Tree struc
tureis used to compac
t
theprediction results. Next, a greedy pattern miningmethodis provided to find theensemble
of size k. After obtainingtheensembles of all possible sizes, theonewith the best accuracy is
output
ted. The article written by (Sheen, Aishwarya, Anitha,Raghavan, and Bhaskar, 2012)
consider ensemble pruning as an optimization proble
m. The authorsproposethe use of
harmony search which is a music inspired algorithm in order to select thebest combination of
classifie
rs. The propo
sed approach in their paper is search based and comprisesof three
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phases: i) generation of multiple predictiveclassifie
rs,ii) reduction of ensemble size by using
ensemble pruning techniques, iii) combination offinal ense
mble.
Zhou and Tang (2003), emphasiz
e the importance of usingselective ensembles instead of
non-selective ensembles. They mean that if thelearners are decision trees, it may be better to
build a selective ensemble, that is ensembles containingsomeinstead of all the trained
decision trees whileBernard et al. (2009) propo
se to go onestepfurther in theunderstanding
of RF mechanisms. They are trying to copewith the previously mentione
d drawbacks of RF
by tackling theseissues as a classifie
r selection problem. Their main goal is to determine
whetherit is possi
ble to select a subsetof trees from a forest thatcanoutper
form this forest.
The aim of their study is not to discove
r the optimal subsetof individual trees/classifiers
amonga large forest, butrather to investigate theextentto which it is poss
ible to enhance the
accuracy of an RF algorithm by concentrating on a specific subsetof trees. The technique
s
used to search for thesub-optimal subsetof trees are SFS (Sequential Forward Selection) and
SBS (Sequential Backward Sele
ction). The method propose
d here is search based.
The article written by (Fawagreh et al., 2016) is another article that deals with the
simplification of RF models.The authorssuggest an approach called LOFB-DRF to pruneRF
models
. The aim of this article is twofold. First, it invest
igates the possi
bility to use
unsupe
rvised learning techniquessuch as Local Outlier Factor (LOF) in order to identify
diversetrees in theRF. Second,trees with highest LOF scores are thenselectedto produce a
new RF termed LOFB-DRF. Note that LOFB-DRF is ranking based. Partalas et al. (2008)
studie the greedy ensemble selection family of algorithms. The objective of thesealgorithms
is to search for the globally best subsetof regressorsby making local greedy decisionsfor
changing the current subset.Three different parameters of thesealgorithms are discusse
d in
this paper: i) search direction (Forward or Backward), ii) choice of the dataset (training set,
validation set), and iii) the performance evaluation measure. Finally, a general framework for
regression m
odels is presented.
The last approa
ch that copes with ensemble selection is presented by Dutta (2009). In
Duttas’s (2009) paper, different metrics (correlation coefficient, covariance, dissimilarity
measure, chi-squa
re, and mutual information) are presented. These metrics are used to
measurediversity in regression ensembles. The main contribut
ion of this paper involves: i) an
investigation of metricsthat can be used for measuringdiversity in regression ensembles, and
ii) an extensiveempirical study of theperformance of diverseregression ensembles compar
ed
to the original ensembles built without consider
ation ofdiversity, is presented.
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2.5.2 Improved model interpretability
The papers reviewed in the previoussection usemodelsize as the only criterion when they
simplify the complexity of RF models.A small modelsize does not necessar
ily mean an
improved modelinterpretability. However, there are alsootherways to achievethis goal. The
focus of thefollowing papers is on m
odel interpretability.
To interpret RF-models,theauthorsof (Palczewska, Palczewski,Robinson,and Neagu, 2014)
propo
se a study on identifying the feature contribution for RF-modelswhich in turnleads to
showinghow mucha variable/feature influences the modeland why the decisionshappen.
While in (Auret and Aldrich, 2012) and (Siroky, 2009), variable affects the accuracy when
permuted. Auret et al. (2009) also mentionthat it is poss
ible to find out the important
variablesin RF-modelseven with lots of noise(many othervariables). Zachary and Fridolin,
(2015) present the easy interpretability of a single decision tree. This paper further on
mentionsthat with the help of permutation of variables,it is poss
ible to roughly assessthe
important variables by checking for example how much it affects the overall prediction
accuracy. Strobl et al. (2007) describe in great detail on variable importance measures, as
state
d in a few related worksalready discusse
d this paper with permutation. This paper also
introduc
es the “GINI importance” which showsthe inequa
lity of the numberof timesone
variable is used which showswhether the variable is weighted or not. Somethingto remark
about the “GINI importance” is that it is not optimal to use for measurement of variable
importa
nce in various istuations.
Rule extraction is to make it possi
ble to interpret RF-modelsin a simpler way such as
replacing trees with IF-THEN- state
ments.The authorsof (Phung
, Chau, and Phung, 2015)
propo
se an algorithm that expands the RF-model with two more phases, namely, rule
refinementin which each rule is initialized to the weight of 1, ranking of the rule and rule
integration. The second phase in rule extraction is aboutextracting interpretableIF-THENstate
mentsin either bottom-up or top-downscheme. Deng (2009) propo
ses a framework for
the interpretation of RF-modelscalled inTree. Similar to the previously described rule
extraction algorithm, the inTree consistsof algorithms that extract rules, measure/rank the
rules, pruneirrelevant or redunda
nt variables/c
onditionsin a rule, select rules and extracting
frequent variable interactions/conditionsfrom the tree ensemble. The inTree framework can
be applied after the model has been trained/processed.With the help of Sirikulviriya and
Sinthupinyo (2011), the rules are clearly stated on how they will be interpreted and how the
extracting and pruningwill look like.
Liu et al. 2012 proposea hybrid solution of variable importance and rule extraction where it
extracts a smallnumberof rules from theRF and findstheimportant variables/fe
atures of it.
Thismethod,however, does notincrease accuracy butextracts a drastically lower amounts of
rules for interpretationand kind of balances it with the cost of lossof accuracy on various
datasets.(Mashayekhi and Gras, 2015) is oneof the projects focusing on this topic. Unlikethe
otherapproaches presented in this section, the methodpropo
sed, namedRF+HC (HC stands
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for Hill Climbing algorithm), in this work concentrates on creating transparent and simple
models ybextracting rulefrom RF.
Acquisition of higher interpretability with other different techniqueswill be mentioned
here,
onein particular is in (Asscheand Blockeel, 2007b) and (Assche and Blockeel, 2007a). The
authorsof thesepapers mentionthattheensemble can be madeinto a single decision tree by
approximatingtheensemble model.Thistechnique, however, does notreach thesame heights
of accuracy as inensemble methodsnorthe sta
bility of reaching the hi
gh amounts of accuracy
as in ensembles but has the interpretability of a single decision tree. The articles (Johansson,
Sönströd,and Löfströ
m, 2011) and (Johansson,Sönströd,and König, 2014) introduc
e another
methodcalled “oracle coaching”. The goal of this methodis to reduce the accuracy vs.
compre
hensibility trade-off. This methodapproximates the RF with a single decision tree.
Oracle coaching uses a generated transparent modelwith combinationsof regular training
data and testdata initially labelled by a strong classifier. Thismethodpropose
s theRF as the
oracle, and the transpa
rent modelsare the decision trees generated by for example the J48.
The authorsurthe
f r concludethat the pr
edictive accuracy was highly accurate.
The growing interest in RF modelsexplainsthe large amountof research that has been
performed in this field. Nevertheless,there are still a numberof knowledge gapsthatneed to
be studied. The studies covered in section 2.5.1 take modelaccuracy as the only criterion
while the studies in section 2.5.2 define modelinterpretability as their main measure. In
situationswhen bothcriterionsmustbe taken into consideration, the knowledge is limited.
This study will investigate this poss
ible knowledgegap.
The majority of the techniquespresented in this section focus on classification proble
ms.
However, methodsthat are successful for classification are in certain cases not directly
applicable to regression proble
ms (Mendes-Moreira, et al., 2012). This is anotherknowledge
gap that will be disc
usse
d in this h
t esis.
This chapter has provided an introduc
tion to the field of ML. It also has introduc
ed the
knowledge needed to understand the rest of the report. CART-trees, Regression learning,
Bagging and RF which formthecore of this work, have been discuss
ed. Thischapteris ended
by providing a summary of related work.
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3. METHOD
The need to produ
ce simple modelsis increasing which makes it a laborioustaskfor ML
engineers and researchers to meet. Especially, if we take into consideration the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulationof April 2018 (Goodmanand Flaxman,2016).
This law means that the users have the “right to explanation”, i.e. the users can ask for an
explanation of an algorithmic decision thatwas madeaboutthem.Thisregulation may have a
potentialimpact on theadaptation of ML solutions and techniquesin thesociety. The aim of
this thesisis to investigate a set of state
-of-the-art post-pruningtechniques thatcan be used to
reduce the complexity of modelsgenerated by RF. We will also study the relations
hip
between modelaccuracy andmodelinterpretability.
In this chapter, we provide an in-detail explanation of thepost-pruningtechniquesexamined.
Thischapteris dividedinto foursections. The first section dis
cusses the
choice of theresearch
methodolog
y while in the solution section, we describe the algorithms used to perform the
simplification. In the evaluationsection, we present howboththeoriginal RF modelsand the
simplified models were evaluated. The experimenta
l setup section discuss
es how the
experimentswere designed and conducted.

3.1 Choice of research methodology
This study is a quantitative research. The reason why a quantitative research is conduc
ed
because it emphasiz
es objective measurements and the statis
tical and numerical analysis of
data collected through surveys or by manipulating pre-existing statis
tical data using
computational technique
s (Levy & Ellis, 2011), which is the case for this thesis.Another
reason why a quantitative research is chose
n because it in many situations reduces and
restruc
tures a complex proble
m to a limitednumberof variables.A quantitative research can
also be used to examine the relations
hip between variablesand establis
h causeand effect in
controlled conditions(Levy & Ellis, 2011).
The research methodused to conduc
t this thesis and address the research questions is
experimentation.An experiment is a procedurein which theresearcher manipulatesthelevel
of oneor more independent variablesand thenmeasures theoutcome(dependent variable(s))
(Millsap and Maydeu-Olivares, 2009). An experimentis a reliable and a powerful approach
for evaluating cause-and-effect relations
hips (Kampene
s, Dybå, Hannay, & K. Sjøberg,
2009). The reasonwhy an experiment is used as the main research method in this thesisis
because of its capability to determine how the different variables(e.g. numberof trees and
modelaccuracy) are related and if there exists a cause-and-effect relationshipbetween them.
By using an experiment, we will be able to manipulate the independent variable (in this
instance: numberof trees) and measureits effect on oneor more dependent variables(in this
instance: model accuracy and model ze).
si
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3.2 Solution
Thissection explains thetechniquesused to perform thesimplification and these
are: i) search
based post-pruning, (Bernard et al., 2009), ii) clusterbased post-pruning, (Fawagreh et al.,
2015), iii) rankingbased post-pruning
, (Fawagreh et al., 2016) and iv) rule based post-pruning
(Mashayekhi andGras, 2015).
3.2.1 Search based post-pruning
This approa
ch is designed by (Bernard et al., 2009), and the reasonwhy it is categorised as
search based is becauseit uses a search algorithmin order to search for thebest trees in an RF
model.
The principle of this approach is to apply ensemble selection techniqueson a forest madeup
of a large numbe
r of trees. To achieve that,two main choices have to be made: i) selection
criteria, and ii) a selection method.The selection criteria can be categorized into two different
groups:performance-based and diversity-based. The one that is of interest for us is the
performance-based. The goal of this selection criterion is to find themodel thatoptimizes the
performance of theensemble by adding/removing to/from thecurrent ensemble. Based on the
type of theproblem, classification orregression, the pe
rformance-based metrics can vary.
The secondpart of thesearch based technique is the selection method
. The goal of Bernard’s
et al. (2009) article is notto find he
t optimal subse
t of trees intheforest. By optimal, wemean
the case where all the possible combinations of trees are explored. Instead, Bernard et al.
(2009) aim to produ
ce a sub-optimal subsetof trees thatcan outper
form this forest. To search
for the sub-optimal subset of trees, the well-known ensemble selection algorithms, SFS
(Sequential Forward Selection), and SBS (Sequential Backward Selection) are used. SFS and
SBS are knownto be sub-optimal because they work in a sequential manne
r which makes
each iteration depends on the previousone, and finally, not all the possible solutions are
explored.
SFS and SBS iteratively build the sub
-forest from the original forest according to the selection
criterion. In SFS, at each iteration, one tree is added to the sub-forest and the tree that
optimizes theperformance of thesub-forest will be include
d. In SBS, at each iteration, a tree
can beremoved rom
f
theforest if its removal doe
s not affect the overall accuracy.
In SFS, the sub-forest S is initialized to an empty set, and the algorithm, at each iteration,
attaches to S the tree 𝑡 ∈ 𝑅𝐹\𝑆 that optimizes an evaluation function E. By usingthe
selection criterion, the evaluationfunction evaluatesthe addition of a tree t to S based on its
performance on a validation set V. A validation set is a part of theoriginal dataset thatis held
out during
the training stage. Algorithm3.1 show
s the SF
S method in pseudoc
ode.
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Input: ensemble of trees (RF), selection criteria (C) and validation-set (V).
1. S = {}
2. L = RF.size()
3. for i to L do
a. 𝑡 = arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈𝑅𝐹\𝑆 𝐸(𝑆, 𝐶, 𝑉)
b. 𝑆 = 𝑆 ∪ {𝑡}
4. Return S
Output: subset of
trees.
Algorithm3.1: The S
equential Forward Selection (SFS) method ni pse
udocode.
In SBS, the sub-forest S is initialized to the complete forest RF, and the algorithm at each
iteration, removes from S the tree 𝑡 ∈ 𝑅𝐹 thatoptimizes an evaluationfunction E. By using
theselection criterion, the evaluation function evaluates theremovalof a tree t from S based
on its performance on the validation-set V. Algorithm 3.2 showsthe SBS methodin
pseudocode.
Input: ensemble of trees (RF), selection criteria (C) and validation-set (V).
1. S = RF
2. L = RF.size()
3. for i to L do
a. 𝑡 = arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈𝑆 𝐸(𝑆, 𝐶, 𝑉)
b. 𝑆 = 𝑆\{𝑡}
4. Return S
Output: subset of
trees.
Algorithm3.2: The Se
quential Backward Selection (SBS) method ni pse
udocode.

An example of howSFS works can be foundin Figure 3.1, whileFigure3.2 demonstratesthe
way SBS works.
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Figure 3.1:An exampleof howthe Se
quential Forward Selection (SFS) works.

Figure 3.2:An exampleof howthe Se
quential Backward Selection (SBS) works.
We used almost the same approa
ch suggested by (Bernard et al., 2009), except for the
selection criterion. They used a criterionthatwas aimed for classific
ation proble
ms.Sincewe
were working on a regression proble
m, it was a necessity to find anothercriterion that was
suitable for regression. To overcome the limitation in Brenard’s et al. (2009) work, we
followed theselection criterionused in (Partalaset al., 2008), which was based on MSE. The
part of the code that we changed in this work is line 3.a in both Algorithm 3.1 and Algorithm
3.2.
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3.2.2 Cluster based post-pruning
The next post-pruningtechniquethat we will discussin this thesisis the one sugg
estedby
(Fawagreh et al., 2015). Sinceit uses a clustering algorithmto simplify theRF-models,it has
been categorized as cluster based.
The mainideabehindthis work is to investigate how data clustering can be applied to find
clusters of similar trees in RF-modelsto removeredunda
nt trees by selecting a representative
tree from each cluster. By combiningtheselikely diverse trees, the goal is to produ
ce a subforest thatis muchsmallerin size thantheoriginal RF, and thatperformsat least as goodas
the original RF.
According to (Fawagreh et al., 2015), clustering attempts to organize objects into clusters
whosemembe
rs are similar. They define a cluster as a collection of objects which are similar
between them by a measure(in this instance: MSE). To cluster the trees, thepopularK-means
algorithm is used (Cam and Neyman, 1967). The K-means algorithmworks as shownin
Algorithm3.3.
Input: T and k, whe
re T is an n
e semble of trees and k isthe numbe
r of clusters to cr
eate.
1. Select k cluster centres (centroids
) from T at random.
2. Calculate thedistance (e.g. Euclidean) between each treein T andthe centroids.
3. The tree is assigned to h
t e cluster with minimum distanc
e, i.e. nearest cluster.
4. Recalculate the ne
w centroids usi
ng:
1 𝑐𝑖
𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑐 ∑𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 , where 𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑤 is the new centroid, 𝑐𝑖 is the numbe
r of trees in
𝑖

𝑖 𝑡ℎ cluster, and 𝑥𝑖 is the current tree in the cluster.
5. Recalculate the dist
ance between each tree and the new centroids.
6. If no tree changes its cluster, i.e. if no tre
e is reassigned toanothercluster. Repeat
from step 3.
7. Returnk clusters.
Output: k-clusters.
Algorithm3.3: The K
-means algorithm in ps
eudocode.

As state
d earlier in this section, theprinciple of Fawagreh’s et al. (2015) work is to apply the
clustering based technique to produ
ce diverse clusters of trees. Their approa
ch works as
follows:let thetrees in the RF be denotedby the vector 𝑅𝐹 = (𝑇1 , 𝑇2 , ⋯ , 𝑇𝑛 ), where n is the
numberof trees in the RF, and let the training set be denotedby 𝑆 = (𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , ⋯ , 𝑟𝑚 ), where m
is thenumberof instances in thetraining set. Each tree in theRF is asked to predictthetarget
value in each instance in the training set. Let also 𝐶(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑆) = (𝑝𝑖1 , 𝑝𝑖2 , ⋯ , 𝑝𝑖𝑚 ) denotethe
vector of target valuesobtaine
d after having 𝑇𝑖 predicted the training set S. Now, the MSE
value for each 𝐶(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑆) can be calculated,which we denoteas 𝐸(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑀𝑆𝐸). That is, each tree
in the RF is associa
ted with its MSE value. After having each tree 𝑇𝑖 predicted the training
instances,
there
will
be
a
supe
r
vector
of
the
shape
𝛽=
((𝑇1 , 𝑀𝑆𝐸1 ), (𝑇2 , 𝑀𝑆𝐸2 ), ⋯ , (𝑇𝑛 , 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑛 )). This vector is then fed as input to the K-means
algorithm. When clustering is completed, we will have a numberof cluster
s, where each
cluster containstrees that are similar between themand dissimilar to the trees belonging to
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otherclusters. Sinceit is a regression proble
m, it is of importance to note thatwe used the
value of MSE to bothmeasurethe similarity between trees and cluster them. This meant that
trees with similar MSE valueswere likely to fall in thesame cluster. To create thesimplified
RF-model,we selected a representativetree from each cluster. The tree to be selectedwas the
tree with lowest MSE. A low MSE value indicate a better performance. The cluster based
techniqueis summarized inFigure 3.3.
The issue with the K-means algorithm was the choiceof its centroids(centre point of a
cluster). Since the centroids were selected at random,there was no guarantee that these
centroidswouldbe well distributed over theinput interval, i.e. thecentroids wouldnotcover
theentire inputinterval. If thedistances between thecentroidsselected were short,we might
end up with clusters thatwere near to each other, resulting in trees with similar attributes. To
avoid this proble
m, in our thesiswe extende
d the approach suggested by (Fawagreh et al.,
2015). Instea
d of using K-means, we used the K-means++ algorithm (Arthur and
Vassilvitskii, 2007). The K-means++ algorithmensure
d thatthe initial centroidswere seeded
in such a way that did notclump themtogether in space, which resulted in clusters thatwere
far from each other. The part of the code that we extende
d, by followingAruthur’s et al.
(2007) approach, was line 1 in Algorithm 3.3. Let 𝑋 denote the input interval and 𝐷(𝑥)
denotethe shortest distance from a data pointto the closestcentroidthat already has been
selected, the
n K-means++ works as follows
:
1a. Select onecentroid 𝑐1 , chose
n unifor
mly at random from 𝑋.
1b. Select a new centroid𝑐𝑖 , chose
n 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 with proba
bility ∑
1c. Repeat step 1b. unti
l k centroids re
a selected.

𝐷(𝑥)2

2
𝑥∈𝑋 𝐷(𝑥)

Once all centroidsare selected, we can proceed with the standa
rd K-mean algorithmdescribed
in Algorithm3.3.
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Figure 3.3:The cluster based approac
h.
3.2.3 Ranking based post-pruning
The third post-pruning techniqueto be discuss
ed in this thesisis knownas theranking based
technique (Fawagreh et al., 2016). The reasonwhy this approach has been categorized as
ranking based because it uses a ranking algorithmto rank the trees in an RF. Highly ranked
trees are then se
lected toform the simplified model.
Fawagreh et al. (2016) argue thatan ensemble tendsto achievebetter results when there is a
significant diversity among its individual members. Taking this fact into account, the
objective of their paper is twofold. First, the paper investigates if an unsupe
rvised learning
technique,namely, Local Outlier Factor (LOF) can be used to identify diversetrees in RF.
Second, tre
es with hi
ghest LOF scores are then use
d to bui
ld the simplified RF-model.
The LOF algorithmwas developedby (Breunig, Kriegel, Ng, and Sander, 2000) to measure
the outliernessof an object. Each object is assigned a LOF value. The higher the LOF value
is, the moreisolated the object is with respect to its neighbour
s. LOF is considered as an
anomaly detection technique. The LOF algorithmis easiestdescribed by (Alshawabkeh, Jang,
andKaeli, 2010)and thestepsof theLOF algorithm can befound inAlgorithm3.4.
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Let p, q, and o
be some objects in adataset D, and k be any positive integer. Thedistance
function (e.g. Euclidean distance) 𝑑(𝑞, 𝑝) denote thedistance between objects q and p.
1. Compute thek-distance of p.
a. Thek-distance of p is the distance to its k-th nea
rest neig
hbour
.
2. Find thek-distance neighbourh
ood ofp (𝑁𝑘 (𝑝))
a. Thek-distance neighbourhood ofp containsvery
e object whosedistance to
p is less than the
k-distance.
3. Compute the e
r achability distance of p with respect to objec
t o.
a. The reachability distance of object p with respect to objec
t o is defined as:
i. 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 (𝑝, 𝑜) = max {k-distance(o), d(p, o)}, where d(p, o) is
the dist
ance between p and o.
4. Compute the loc
al reachability density of p.
a. The local reachability density of p is the inverse of theaverage reachability
distance from k-nearest neighbours ofp.
i. 𝑙𝑟𝑑𝑘 (𝑝) = [

∑o ∈ 𝑁 (𝑝) 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 (𝑝,𝑜) −1
𝑘
]
|𝑁𝑘 (𝑝)|

5. Compute the loc
al outlier factor of p.
a. 𝐿𝑂𝐹(𝑝) is the average ratios of thelocal reachability density of p and that
of p’s k-nearest neighbours.
𝑙𝑟𝑑 (𝑜)

i. 𝐿𝑂𝐹(𝑝) =

∑𝑜 ∈ 𝑁 (𝑝) 𝑘
𝑘
𝑙𝑟𝑑 (𝑝)
𝑘

|𝑁𝑘 (𝑝)|

Algorithm3.4: The Local Outli
er Factor (LOF) algorithm in pse
udocode
Let thetrees in theRF be denotedby thevector 𝑅𝐹 = (𝑇1 , 𝑇2 , ⋯ , 𝑇𝑛 ), where n is thenumber
of trees in the RF, and let the training set be denotedby 𝑆 = (𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , ⋯ , 𝑟𝑚 ), where m is the
numberof instances in the training set. Each tree in theRF is asked to predict thetarget value
in each instance in thetraining set. Let also 𝐶(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑆) = (𝑝𝑖1 , 𝑝𝑖2 , ⋯ , 𝑝𝑖𝑚 ) denotethevector of
target valuesobtaine
d after having 𝑇𝑖 predicted the training set S. Now, the MSE for each
𝐶(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑆) can be calculated, which we denoteas 𝐸(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑀𝑆𝐸). That is, each tree in the RF is
associa
tedwith its MSE value.After having each tree 𝑇𝑖 predicted thetraining instance, there
will be a supe
r vector of theshape 𝛽 = ((𝑇1 , 𝑀𝑆𝐸1 ), (𝑇2 , 𝑀𝑆𝐸2 ), ⋯ , (𝑇𝑛 , 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑛 )). Thisvector
is thenfed as inputto the LOF algorithm. The LOF algorithmwill thenassign each tree an
LOF value which indicates the degree of its outlierness.The top k (a user-defined positive
integer) trees are thenchose
n to produ
ce the simplified RF-model.Figure3.4 demonstrates
the ide
a behind h
t e rankingbased technique.
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Figure 3.4:The ranking based approac
h.
3.2.4 Rule based post-pruning
The fourth and lastpost-pruningmethodthatwe will cover in this thesisuses rules instead of
trees to solvetheinterpretability problem. The techniquesugg
estedby (Mashayekhi and Gras,
2015) uses rule extraction. Sinceonerule is created for each path from the rootnodeto the
leaf node in a decision tree, Mashayekhi’s et al. (2015) approach utilizes the strong
relations
hip betwe
en rulestruc
tureand tree structureto perform the simplification.
Mashayekhi et al. (2015) discuss
thepossi
bility to transform thehypothes
is generatedby RF
into a moreinterpretablerepresentation. According to them,one way to obtaina simple and
transpa
rent modelis to inducerules directly from thetraining set. However, anotherway is to
take advantage of the goodperformance of the existing black-box models such as RF and
generate rules b
ased onthem. Theprocess ofgenerating rules from opaqu
e models such
asRF
is referred to asruleextraction.
The algorithm sugg
ested by (Mashayekhi et al., 2015) is called RF-HC which standsfor
RandomForestsand Hill Climbing. The pseudocode for the RF-HC algorithmcan be found in
Algorithm3.5. The algorithm consistsof three parts:In thefirst part, an RF is constructedand
all rules in the RF are extracted into a set. The second part of the algorithm computes the
score of all rules based on their coverage and accuracy. A rule covers an instance if the
instance fulfils the conditions o
f that rule (Mashayekhi et a
l., 2015). The results are stored in a
matrix that showswhich rule cover each instance and its corresponding target value.
Afterward, each ruleis assigned a score in order to controltheruleselection processwhich is
based on two factors,accuracy, and coverage. They use Equation (3.1) to compute the score
of each rule.
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Input: train-set, number-of-rules, num
ber-of-trees, max-iterations
1. Fromtrain-set create a forest of si
ze numbe
r-of-trees.
2. Extract all rule
s from the forest into a se
t L.
3. Compute rules coverage:
a. For each instance in train-set.
i. If a rule in L matches an instance.
1. Storethe ta
rget value of both he
t instance and therule.
4. Compute the sc
oreof each ruleaccording to Equa
tion 3.2.
5. Usea fitness propo
rtionate selection method
to generate an initial ruleset S of size
numbe
r-of-rules.
6. Create an empty ruleset H.
7. To search forthe best set of rules, Hill Climbing algorithmis executedmaxiterationstimes.
a. For each iteration inmax-iterations
i. UseHill Climbing to sea
rch the ule
r set S
1. Therulewith highest/lowest score, of thecurrent location is
added tothe rule set H.
Output: ruleset H.
Algorithm3.5: The RF-HC algorithm in pse
udocode.
𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝑐𝑐−𝑖𝑐

+
𝑐𝑐+𝑖𝑐

𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑐+𝑘

(3.1)

In this equation, cc (correct classification) is the numberof instances that are covered and
correctly classifie
d by the rule. Variable ic (incorrect classification) is the numberof
incorrectly classified instances thatare covered by therule. Finally, k is a predefined positive
integer that is used to avoid denominator becoming zero. The third and last part of the
algorithmuses a fitnessproportionate selection methodx timesto generate an initial ruleset S
with a proba
bility to select a rule proportional to its score. In order to search the RF rules
space, a heuristic search algorithmnamed random-restart stocha
stic Hill Climbing, is used.
For more information about the implementation of the random-restart stocha
stic Hill
Climbing, the reader is referred to (Doostand Melis, 2010). The HC algorithm searches for
the best neighbour, the one with highest/lowest score, of the current location based on
Equation (3.1) in the search space and by adding or removing onerule from the current rule
set. For adding or removing one rule, the same fitness propor
tionate selection method that wa
s
employed for creatingS is used. he
T HC algorithm is executedmax-iterations times.
The issue with the rule extraction methoddescribed in this section is that it is aimed for
classific
ation proble
ms.To makethis approa
ch applicable to regression problems,we had to
change Equation(3.1). For simpl
icity’s sake, we defined a rulescoreEquation (3.2) thatcould
work with regression problems, u
bt it is poss
ible to change this equation in futureresearch.
𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑀𝑆𝐸 − 𝑅𝐶 + 𝑅𝐿
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(3.2)

The variable MSE is the mean squared error for each rule. The variable RC is thenumberof
instances covered by therule, thehigher thenumberthebetter. The variable RL is thenumber
of antecedents or conditionsin each rule, the lower the better. Ruleswith a low score are
morelikely to be selected.

3.3 Evaluation
In this section, we discuss
how boththe original RF modelsand the simplified modelswere
evaluated. We also introduc
e the concept of parameter tuning. In addition, this section will
also highlight the datasets used to conduc
t the experiments and how thesedatasets were
prepared or pre-processed to ac
hievehigher performances.
3.3.1 Datasets
We used 5 datasets with variouscharacteristics in terms of the numberof features and the
numberof instances to obse
rve howtheperformance of theselectedpost-pruningtechniques
vary depending on thetype of the dataset. All datasets were taken from UCI machinelearning
repository (Lichman, 2013).
UCI datasets are widely used in theresearch community and themajority of ML researchers
refer to UCI datasets in theirarticles. There were two factors thateter
d mined the h
c oice of our
datasets. The first factor was the size of the dataset. Larger datasets were excludeddue to
limitationsof computational power. Even smalldatasets were excluded.The second factor
was thelack of informationaboutthedatasets. Datasets thatlacked basicinformationsuch as
the target variable were not taken. Datasets that required a large effort to be pre-processed
were also excluded.Table 3.2 shows theha
c racteristics ofeach dataset.
Dataset

Task

Boston Housing
Student Performance Math (SPM)
Auto MPG
SML2010
Wiki4HE

Regression
Regression
Regression
Regression
Regression

Number of Number of M issing
features
instance
s values
14
33
8
24
53

506
397
398
4137
913

Table 3.2:The characteristics of he
t datasets us
ed in this report.

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Since someof our datasets containe
d missing values, it was advisableto first clean the
datasets by imputing the missing values before usingthem. By missing values,we mean
instances that lack a value at a specific feature. Missing values can occur because of
nonre
sponse.
For example, a responde
nt does notprovidea response
to a certain question due
to stress or lac
k of knowledge.
If the missing values are not properly handled,then we may end up drawing inaccurate
conclusionsaboutthedata. It is, therefore, of high importance to clean thedata before using it
to build the RF-models.To solvethe missing values proble
m, we used a simple metho
d
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named,column-mean imputation(Engels and Diehr, 2003). Column-mean imputationmeans
that amissing value can be replaced by theaverage value for that particular column.
Anothe
r issue thatwe faced, was categorical values. Someof our datasets such as, Student
Performance Math (SPM), containe
d valuesthatwere categorical, for example: schoolname,
and address. The RF algorithm implementationfrom the Scikit-learn package does not
providesupportfor categorical values. Scikit-learn’s versionof RF suppo
rts only integral real
1
values. To overcomethis limitationof the Scikit-learn implementation,label encoding2 was
used. Label encoding transforms a a
ctegorical or stringvalue toa numer
ic value.
3.3.2 Parameter Tuning
By parameter tuning, we mean the process of selecting the best combination of parameters
that providethe maximal performance. Breiman (2001) state
s thatthere are two parameters
thatRF is sensitive for. The first tuning parameter is thenumber of trees thatis used to build
the forest. The second tuningparameter is the numberof features to considerat each node
split (mtry). According to (Goldstein, Hubba
rd, Cutler, and Barcellos, 2010)
, mtry controls he
t
bias-variance trade-off. Goldstein et al. (2010) mean thatwhen searchingfor fewer features
per nodemay produce lesscorrelated trees which will lead to a reduction in the overall
variance of the prediction. This will, however, also reduce the accuracy of each individual
tree, increasing the bias. To avoid the bias-variance dilemma, Breiman (2001) sugge
sted
choosing the𝑖𝑛𝑡 (log 2 (𝑛) + 1) of thenumber of features (n) per node split.
To determine thebest possible combination of parameters, we searched over a larger range of
valuesfor the mtry parameter. The mtry values that we used were: i) 𝑚𝑡𝑟𝑦 = 1, 𝑚𝑡𝑟𝑦 =
0.3𝑛, 𝑚𝑡𝑟𝑦 = 0.5𝑛, 𝑚𝑡𝑟𝑦 = √𝑛, 𝑚𝑡𝑟𝑦 = 2√𝑛, 𝑚𝑡𝑟𝑦 = log 2 (𝑛), and 𝑚𝑡𝑟𝑦 = log 2 (𝑛) +
1, where n is the total num
ber of features.
There is no standa
rd rule for selecting the number of trees to grow. Goldsteinet al. (2010)
increase the numberof trees until a certain criterion stabilizes. In theircase, the used OOB
error as a stopp
ing criterion. OOB is an internal feature in RF and refers to out-of-bag
samples. An OOB data are data thathave not been used during the tree building(Breiman,
2001).
Dueto thelimitationof computational power, we limitedthenumberof trees to 150 trees. We
increased the numberof trees by teen until we reached the maximum numberof trees which
was 150 trees in ourcase. Using10-fold cross
-validation,this processwas repeated10 times,
where at each iteration the parameter combination selected was trainedon 9 foldsand teste
d
on 1. The best poss
ible parameter combination was the one that gave the least MSE. The
figures 3.5-3.9 showthebest par
ameter combination for each dataset.

1
2

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.OneHotEncoder.html
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.LabelEncoder.html
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Figure 3.5:The best RFparameter combinati
on for the Boston Housing
dataset, using 10fold cross-validation.

Figure 3.6:The best RFparame
ter combinati
on forthe SP
M dataset, using 10-fold crossvalidation.

Figure 3.7:The best RFparame
ter combinati
on forthe Auto MPGdataset, using 10-fold
cross-validation.
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Figure 3.8:The best RFparame
ter combinati
on forthe SM
L2010 dataset, using 10-fold
cross-validation.

Figure 3.9:The best RFparame
ter combinati
on fortheWiki4HE dataset, using10-fold crossvalidation.
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It is also of importance to ensure that the post-pruningtechniques are well tunedbefore
conduc
ting the experiments.
An advantage of thesearch based techniqueis that there are no user defined parameters which
means thatthere is no need to perform parameter tuning. In contrast, the number
-of-clusters
parameter in the cluster based techniqueis user defined. In their article, Fawagreh et al.
(2015) proposea method to choosethe value of the numbe
r-of-clusters parameter. They
define it as a multiple of 5 in therange5 to 40. We followed thesame approach except for the
upper bound,i.e. 40. We defined it as 𝑘 = 𝑛 − 5, when n is thenumberof trees in theoriginal
model.This decision allowed us to study the performance of different cluster sizes over a
larger interval. The reason why k was notset to n, i.e. 𝑘 = 𝑛, was becausewe couldthenend
up with a numbe
r of clusters thatwas equal to thesize of theoriginal forest. Sincewe selected
onetree fromeach cluster, this couldmean thatwe wouldpickthesame trees, even after the
simplification was performed. To select the mostapprop
riate numberof clusters, 10-fold
cross
-validation was used. At each iteration, each numberof clusters was trainedon 9 folds
and teste
d on 1. Thisprocesswas repeated10 timesfor each numbe
r of clusters. The number
of clusters to be selectedwas the one with the least MSE. The figures 3.10-3.14 illustrate the
mostapprop
riate numbe
r of clusters for each dataset.
On theotherhand, therankingbased methodcontainstwo user-defined parameters. The first
parameter is thefinal numberof trees to be selectedafter having LOF algorithmranked each
tree. The second parameter is the k nearest neighbour
s (k). The k parameter defines the
numberof neighbour
s to be considered when calculating the LOF value of each tree. To
determine thenumberof clusters,thesame approach as in thecluster based methodwas used.
For the k parameter, Breunig et al. (2000) have proposed a methodto determine its value.
They recommend choosing a minimum k and a maximum k. The LOF value is calculatedover
each k in thatrange. For k-minimum, Breuniget al. (2000) recommend pickinga value in the
range 10 to 20. According to Breunig et al. (2000), the value of k-maximumis applicationdependent, but they mean thata goodvalue of k-maximum can be either lessor larger than
35, depending on howthe size of thecluster is defined. In this thesis
, we limited thevalue of
k-maximum to 35.
To determine the best parameter combination for each dataset, we used grid search with 10fold cross
-validation. The value of the final numberof trees parameter was in the range
{5, 𝑛 − 5} while the value of the k nearest neighbourparameter was in the range {10, 35}.
Grid search means thateach element in the first rangeis compar
ed to all the elementsin the
second range. The parameter combination with the least MSE was chosen. The different
parameter combinationsfor theranking based method can befoundin Table 3.1.
For the rule based post-pruningtechnique
, there are only two user-defined parameters. The
first is the numberof rules to extract from the entire forest. Due to the limitation of
computational power, the number of rules to be extracted was in the range
{100, 1000, 2000, 3000}. The second parameter is the max-iterations parameter which
specifies thenumberof iterationsthattheHill Climbing algorithmneeds to runto search for
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the best rules. According to (Mashayekhi & Gras, 2015), an acceptablevalue for the maxiterationsparameter is 500.

Figure 3.10
: Thebar with least MSE
indicates themost appropr
iate numbe
r of clusters for
the BostonHousing dat
aset.

Figure 3.11:The bar with least MSE
indicates themost appropr
iate numbe
r of clusters for
the SP
M dataset.
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Figure 3.12:Thebar with least MSE
indicates themost appropr
iate numbe
r of clusters for
the BostonHousing dat
aset.

Figure 3.13:The bar with least MSE
indicates themost appropr
iate numbe
r of clusters for
the SML2010 dataset.

Figure 3.14:The bar with least MSE
indicates themost appropr
iate numbe
r of clusters for
theWiki4HE dataset.
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Dataset

Number of trees
K-nearest neighbours
M SE
Boston Housing
20
19
19.484
Student Performance Math (SPM)
25
10
3.215
Auto MPG
50
20
8.709
SML2010
20
18
5.801
Wiki4HE
35
30
1.509
Table 3.1: This table shows thedifferent parame
ter combinati
ons or
f the ranking based
technique, after hav
ing used grid search.
3.3.3 Interpretability
According to theliterature, themeasuring and evaluationof theinterpretability of ML-models
are often necessary (Bibal and Frénay, 2016). Bibal and Frénay (2016) mean thatfindinga
way to measure interpretability is challenging due to its subjective nature. To thebest of our
knowledge, the taskof evaluating the interpretability of a modelis application-dependent,
which means that it can exist several ways to represent a model and measure its
interpretability. One type of representationsis rule representation (Huysmans,Dejaeger,
Mues, Vanthienen, and Baesens, 2011). According to Huysmans et al. (2011), if
interpretability is the main requirement,‘if-then’rules are often the preferred choice as they
should offer the required level of interpretability. By followingthe conditionsin a rule, one
can interpret which variablesaffect thepredictionresultand in which way. It is for this reason
thatwe have chosen to use rule representationto measure the interpretability in this thesis.
Anothe
r reason for choosing the rule representation is the strongrelations
hip between
decision trees and rules. A rule can be derived from a decision tree by followingthe path from
the rootnodeto a leaf node. Thus,a decision tree can generate a large numberof ‘if-then’
rules. Using the rule based technique,we will transform the RF-modelinto a rule based
model. Thissi doneby extracting all the u
r les in ach
e tree in the RF-model.
In this thesis
, we say thata simplified model ismoreinterpretablethan th
e original model if:
Definition1:The total number of conditionsin all rulesin thesimplified model is less
than the total numbe
r of conditions in all rulesin the original model (Chorowski,
2012).
Definition 2:The average numbe
r of conditions ni a single rulein the simplified model
is lessthanthe average numbe
r of conditionsin a single rule in the original mode
l
(Freitas, 2014).
In addition to interpretability, it is of importance to ensurethe quality of the extracted rules.
It’s not sufficient to only extract simple rules. The extracted rules need to demonstrate an
acceptableperformance. For this reason, Definition 3 and 4 are introduc
ed. Huysmans,
Baesens,and Vanthienen (2006) discuss
two important aspects thatcontributeto theaspect of
rulequality, accuracy, and fidelity.
Definition 3: The concept of accuracy describeswhethertheextracted rulescan make
correct predic
tions or
f previously unse
en test instances.
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Definition 4: The concept of fidelity measuresthe ability of the extracted rules to
mimicthe be
haviour of the mode
l from whi
ch they were extracted.
Definitions 1 and 2 give us a solid metric to measurethe interpretability of the extracted
modelwhile definitions 3 and 4 are used to ensure the quality of the model/rules extracted
with the he
lp of de
finitions 1 and 2.

3.4 Experimental Setup
In this section, we will describe how the experimentswere conduc
ted and the tools used to
implement the different pos
t-pruningtechniques
.
The programming language used was Python, because it provide
s a wide range of ML
libraries and tools which providebothbasic and advanced functionalities. Sincewe focused
on post
-pruningtechniques in h
t isthesis
, the next step was to s
implify already pre-trainedRFmodels
. This meant that there was no need to implementa custom
ized versionof the RFalgorithm. Instea
d, we used theRF algorithmimplemente
d by the open sourc
e library, Scikit3
learn .
3.4.1 Experiments and model evaluation
Usingthe configuration obtained from section 3.3.2, we experimentedwith five datasets that
were produced from the pre-processing step in section 3.3.1. To achieve a better
generalization performance, each dataset was partitioned usingthe k-fold cross-validation
method, whe
re k was set to 10. In total, we performed two xpe
e riments.
The objective of the first experiment was to determine which of the following three
techniques:search based, cluster based, and ranking based could providethe smallestRFmodelwithoutaffecting the predictionaccuracy. To determinethe mostsuitable technique
and whether there exists a significant difference in predictive performance between the
compar
ed techniques,
we defined thefollowing null hypothesis
:
𝐻0 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠.

Since testingthe null hypothesisinvolves the compar
isonof morethantwo techniqueson
multiple datasets, the Friedmantestwas used (Trawińskiet al., 2012). The Friedman testis
based on the average ranksof each techniqueratherthanaverage performance. This means
that the be
st per
formingtechnique isssi
a gned therank 1, the se
cond be
st the rank 2, etc.
The teststatis
tic for the Friedmantestis based on the Chi-squa
red distribution as defined in
Equation (3.3), where n is the numberof datasets, k is the numberof techniquesto be
compar
ed, and R is the total ranks for each technique.Furthermore, we performed the
hypothes
es testingat 𝛼 = 0.05 and with𝑘 − 1 degrees of freedom.
3

http://scikit-learn.org/
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12

𝑋𝑟2 = 𝑛𝑘(𝑘+1) ∑ 𝑅 2 − 3𝑛(𝑘 + 1)

(3.3)

To measure the performance of each technique,10- fold cross
-validation was used. In the
cluster based and rankingbased method,the evaluation methodwas straightforward. Having
the dataset partitioned into 10 roughly equal-sized folds,for each iteration a new RF-model
was both trained and simplified on 9 folds.The performances of both the simplified RFmodeland the original RF-modelwere thenteste
d on the remainingfold. This process was
repeated 10 times, for each fold. The final result was achieved by averaging the testresults
from the 10 iterations.
Since the search based post-pruningtechnique requires an extra dataset, in addition to the
training set and testset, to performthe simplification.The k-fold cross
-validation methodwas
modified. Havingthedataset partitioned into 10 roughly equal-sized folds,7-foldswere used
to train the RF-model, 2-foldswere used to simplify the RF-model,and 1-fold was used to
testthe performances of the simplified RF-model and the original RF-model.This process
was repeated 10 times, for each fold. The final result was achieved by averaging the test
results from the 10 iterations.
The processdescribed abovewas repeatedfor each dataset. We call this process,experiment.
To ensurequality and obtaincorrect and accurate results, each experiment was performed10
times and the results were averaged. In other words, each 10-fold cross-validation was
repeated 10 tim
es, i.e. 10 × (10-fold cross-validation).
The purpo
seof thesecond experiment was to study therelationship between modelaccuracy,
modelsize and modelinterpretability. In this thesis
, the modelaccuracy is measured using
MSE, while the size of a modelis defined as the total numberof trees in the RF-model.By
utilizing thestrong relationship between decision trees and decision rules, theinterpretability
of amodel ismeasured according to Definition 1 andDefinition2 in Section 3.3.3.
To measure and evaluatetheperformance of the extractedrules againstthemodelfrom which
they were extracted, 10-fold cross
-validation was performed. Having the dataset partitioned
into 10 roughly equal-sized folds,for each iteration a new RF-model was trained,transformed
into a rule based model,and simplified using9 folds.The performances of the original RFmodel,the original rulebased model, and thesimplified rule based model were teste
d on the
remaining fold. This processwas repeated 10 times,onetime for each fold. The final result
was achieved by averaging thetestresults from the10 iterations. There were no guidelines on
howlarge thesimplified rulebased modelshould be, i.e. thenumberof rules to be extracted.
To overcome this problem, we used the following sizes: (100, 1000, 2000, and 3000). For
each size, a 10-fold cross-validationwas performed.
Due to the limits of computing power and time constraints, the secondexperiment was only
performed one time, i.e. each 10-fold cross
-validation was used only once, i.e. 1 × (10-fold
cross-validation). Accordingto (Flach, 2012), it is still possi
ble to achieveaccurate results
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even though 1 x 10-fold cross-validation methodis used. It is of high importance to note that
the dataset called SML2010 was not includedin the secondexperiment due to limitationsof
computational power. In otherwords, n
i the se
cond experiment, we only used four datasets.
In chapter 3, we have provided an in-detail explanation of the main building blocksof the
simplification techniquesused in this thesis
. This chapter has also discussedhow boththe
original RF models and the simplified modelswere evaluated. We have also introduc
ed the
concept of parameter tuning. In this chapter, we have reviewed how the experiments were
conduc
ted and the tools used to implement the different post-pruning techniques
. Finally,
chapter 3 has highlighted the datasets that were used to conduc
t the experiments and how
thesedatasets were pre-processed toachieve higher performances.
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4. RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of theexperimentsand thefindings obtaine
d from this thesis
.
Thischapteris divided intotwo sections.The first section explainstheresults achieved from
the first experiment while the second section presents the results obtaine
d from the second
experiment.

4.1 Experiment 1
Dataset

RF

SFS

SBS

N

MSE

SD

N

MSE

SD

N

MSE

SD

Boston Housing

30

23.734

1.033

8

25.291

2.156

28

23.473

0.791

SPM

30

3.563

0.106

11

4.127

0.414

28

3.579

0.076

Auto MPG

90

11.614

0.277

12

11.095

0.754

87

11.391

0.175

SML2010

80

5.276

0.068

14

5.505

0.152

79

5.280

0.075

Wiki4HE

90

1.503

0.014

21

1.560

0.048

28

1.502

0.017

Table 4.1:Performance comparison
between theoriginal RF, Sequential Forward Selection
(SFS) andSequential Backward Selection (SBS) on five datasets, where N refers to he
t
numbe
r of trees, MSEto the Mean Square
d Error,and SD to the Standardviation
De . The
rows highlighted in boldface indicate thebest perfor
ming mode
l.
Dataset

RF

Cluster based

Ranking based

N

MSE

SD

N

MSE

SD

N

MSE

SD

Boston Housing

30

21.793

0.866

10

23.204

1.083

20

22.182

0.874

SPM

30

3.555

0.163

15

3.645

0.240

25

3.565

0.128

Auto MPG
SML2010

90

9.223

0.147

60

9.333

0.241

50

9.350

0.208

80

5.999

0.043

30

6.061

0.053

20

6.137

0.069

Wiki4HE

90

1.574

0.022

50

1.595

0.015

35

1.600

0.040

Table 4.2:Performance comparison betw
een theoriginal RF, thecluster based, and the
rankingbased on five datasets,where N refers to he
t numbe
r of trees, MSE to the Mean
Square
d Error, and SD tohet Standar
d Deviation. The rows highlighted inboldfaceindicate
the be
st perfor
ming mod
el.
In Table 4.1, we present the numberof trees (N), the Mean Squared Error (MSE), and the
Standa
rd Deviation (SD) for the original RF-model, the model simplified by the SFS
technique
, and the model simplified by the SBS technique.The original RF-model was
trainedon 7 foldsand simplified on 2 folds.All three techniqueswere then teste
d on 1-fold.
The results presentedin Table 4.1 were collectedfrom thetesting phase. The best performing
modelon each dataset is highlightedin boldface. Moreover, Table 4.2 showsthe numberof
trees (N), Mean Squared Error (MSE), and the Standa
rd Deviation(SD) for the original RFmodel,the modelsimplified by the cluster based technique
, and the modelsimplified by the
ranking based technique
. The original modelwas trained on 9 foldsand teste
d on 1-fold. The
results presented in Table 4.2 were collected from the testingphase. The best performing
model onach
e dataset is highlighted in boldface.
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Dataset
Boston Housing
SPM
Auto MPG
SML2010
Wiki4HE

SFS

SBS

Cluster based
MSE
Rank

Ranking based
MSE
Rank

3

23.204

2

22.182

1

2

3.645

3

3.565

1

11.391

4

9.333

1

9.350

2

5.280

1

6.061

3

6.137

4

1

1.595

3

1.600

MSE

Rank

MSE

Rank

25.291

4

23.473

4.127

4

3.579

11.095

3

5.505

2
2

1.502

1.560

R=15

R=11

4

R=12

R=12

Table 4.3:The MSE values from table 4.1 and 4.2
are summ
arized in this a
t ble.Theranks of
each technique based onthe MSE value are show
n here. The best perfor
ming technique is
assigned the rank1, the e
scond be
st the rank2, etc.
Table 4.3 showsthe rank for each technique.The techniquewith the best performance was
assigned the rank 1, thesecondbest therank 2, and soon. The null hypotheses 𝐻0 defined in
Section 3.2.2 was teste
d usingFriedmantest. Performing the hypothese
s testing at 𝛼 = 0.05
and with 3 degrees of freedomand followingthe Chi-squa
red distribution, the critical value
2
2
𝑋0.05 was 7.81. UsingEquation (3.3), the calculatedvalue of 𝑋𝑟2 was 1.08. Since𝑋𝑟2 < 𝑋0.05
we failed to reject the null hypothese
s 𝐻0 . The rejection of thenull hypothesi
s 𝐻0 means that
there is no significant difference in predictive performance between the investigated
techniques
.

4.2 Experiment 2
Dataset
Boston Housing
SPM
Auto MPG
Wiki4HE

100

1000

2000

3000

RF

645 / 6

6635 / 6

13537 / 6

20386 / 6

87478 / 10 (8245)

2543 / 24

21726 / 21

50910 / 25

76562 / 25

87568 / 26 (3332)

614 / 6

5968 / 5

12416 / 6

19712 / 6

159266 / 9 (17549)

855 / 8

8234 / 8

15815 / 7

23195 / 7

235588 /10 (22877)

Table 4.4:This a
t bleprovidesinformation abouthe
t numbe
r of conditions e
xtracted fora
different numbe
r of rules (100, 1000, 2000, 3000,
and the ntire
e RF-model). Each cell, except
the lastcolumn, show
s ‘thetotal numbe
r of conditi
ons ni all rules / the averagenumbe
r of
conditions p
er rule’. Each cell in the lastcolumn,RF, show
s the total numbe
r of conditions ni
all rules / the averagenumber of conditions p
er rule and(the total numbe
r of extracted rules).

The results obtained from thesecondexperiment are shownin Table 4.4. Recall from Section
3.2.2, Interpretability. The interpretability is measured according to Definition 1 and
Definition 2. For each dataset, predefined numbers of rules (100, 1000, 2000, 3000) were
extracted.Each cell showsthetotal numberof conditionsin all rules and theaverage numbe
r
of conditionsper rule. The lastcolumn, RF, shows information abouttherules extractedfrom
the original RF-model.Each cell in the last column showsthe total number of conditionsin
all rules, the average numberof conditionsper rule and the total numberof rules extracted.
The lower thenumberof conditionsin theruleset and theaverage numbe
r of conditionsper
rule is, the more interpretable a modelis. A low average number of conditions per rule
indicates tha
t the ruleis short and ther
efore, is easy to unde
rstand and interpret.
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As state
d earlier in Section 3.2.2 (Definition 3 and Definition 4), one importa
nt aspect of
interpretability is to ensure the quality of the extracted rules. To achievethis objective, we
had to consider theimportance of thetrade-off between accuracy and interpretability. Having
this aspect in mind, the aim of the second part of experiment 2 was to investigate the
accuracy-interpretability trade-off. The figures 4.1-4.4 showtheperformances of each ruleset
(100, 1000, 2000, and 3000) on different datasets, where the performance was measured in
terms ofcoverage. By coverage, we mean theability of a ruleset to cover/predict unse
en data.
The figures 4.1-4.4 also showhow the quality of the modelsdecreases when the numbe
r of
rules alsois decreased. Thisbehaviourdoes notfollow therequirementsstate
d in Definition 3
andDefinition4.
Figure 4.1 showsthe performance of each rule set on the BostonHousingdataset. The
performance was measured in terms of coverage. The size of the testset was 50 instances.
The first rule set which consistedof 100 rules could only cover 25 % of the test set. The
secondrule set (1000) couldonly cover 84% of the testset while for theremaining rule sets
(2000) and (3000), we managed to achievea coverage level of 93% and 98% respective.
In Figure 4.2, the size of the testset was 50 instances. The first rule set (100) managed to
cover 62% of thetestset. The secondruleset (1000) achieved a coverage level of 88%. The
generalization performance of the lasttwo rule sets (2000) and (3000) was optimal.Bothrule
sets had 100% coverage level, which meant thatthey were able to predict all instances in the
test set. The
same reasoning applies for theothertwo figures (4.3and 4.4).
Chapter4 has presentedthe results and the findings of this thesis
. The outcomeof the first
experiment showe
d that ther
e was no significant difference in predictiveperformance between
the compared techniques
. The secondpart of this chapterhas presented the results obtaine
d
from the secondexperiment which focused onmeasuringthe interpretability of RF-models.
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Figure 4.1:The performance of eac
h rule set ontheBoston Housi
ng datas
et. The x-axis
shows the siz
e of eac
h rule set while the y-axis presents h
t e coverage of the rule se
t in
percentage. The size of the test set
is 50instances.

Figure 4.2:The performance of eac
h rule set ontheSPM dataset. The x-axis shows the siz
e of
each rule set while the y-axis presents h
t e coverage of the rule set in percentage. The size of
the test set is 39 n
i stances.
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Figure 4.3:The performance of eac
h rule set ontheAuto MPG datase
t. The x-axis shows the
size of eac
h rule set while the y-axis presents h
t e coverage of the rule set in percentage. The
size of the test set is 39
nstan
i ces.

Figure 4.4: The pe
rformance of eac
h rule set ontheWiki4HE dataset. The x-axis shows the
size of eac
h rule set while the y-axis presents h
t e coverage of the rule set in percentage. The
size of the test set is 91
nstan
i ces.
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5. DISCUSSION
This chapterprovide
s an extensivediscussi
on of theresults obtaine
d in the previouschapter.
In this chapter, we will also st
ate ourinterpretations and opinions about the research findings.
To achieve the objectives of this thesis, two experiments were conducted. The aim of the first
experiment was to determine which technique (search based, cluster based, or ranking based)
was the most appropriate to use when simplifying an RF-model. To answer this question, each
of these techniques was evaluated on different datasets. Having evaluated each technique, the
next step was to test the null hypothese
s 𝐻0 defined in Section 3.3.2by using Friedman est
t .
The results showed that we failed to reject the null hypothesi
s, i.e. there was no significant
difference in predictiveperformance between the three post-pruning techniques.This also
meant that noneof the compar
ed techniquescould be considered as the mostappropriate
when simplifying RF-models. From Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, it can be shown that the
performance of each post-pruning technique varies from one data set to another and there is
no technique that is superior on all five datasets. We can, therefore, conclude that the choice
of the simplification technique is highly dependent on the application area and the amount of
training data available. If larger data sets are available, thesearch based methodcan be used.
Sinceit requires an extra validation dataset to perform thesimplification. On the otherhand,
boththecluster based methodand theranking based methodcan be considered if the amount
of training data available is limited. Since they reuse the training data to perform the
simplification and require no extra validation dataset to work.
Based on Table 4.1, we notice thatSFS algorithmis thepost-pruning techniquethatleads to
the largest reduction in the numberof trees compar
ed to SBS, at the expense of model
accuracy. We can also observe that by using SBS, we were able to preserve an acceptable
accuracy level compared to the level achieved by the original RF-model.The proble
m with
SBS is thatit does notlead to a significant reduction in thecomplexity of RF-models.In other
words, the numberof trees before and after the simplification is almost the same. We,
therefore, conclude that the search direction (Forward or Backward) significantly affect the
performance of the search based technique.The last pointto obse
rve is the reasonwhy SBS
manages to obtaina better accuracy level thanSFS. Thisis becauseSBS considers theoverall
accuracy of the RF-model when removing weak trees, i.e. SBS identifies a critical point
duringthe tree removalprocessin which the performance of the sub-forest deteriorates very
quickly, while SFS only considers the accuracy level of a single tree duringthe selection
process.
The results presented in Table 4.2 show theinability of thecluster based methodand ranking
based methodto produce simplified models thatcan outperform the original RF-model.The
original RF-modelhad a better performance on all five data sets,even though a larger number
of clusters was used. There are two reasonsthatexplainthis behaviour.First,when using an
unsupe
rvised method,cluster
ing or ranking, we losethe possi
bility to consider the overall
performance of themodel on unse
en data, i.e. there is no stopp
ing criterionthattells uswhen
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to break the simplification process. Second, the greatest strength of the cluster based and
ranking based technique
s lies on the diversity perspective of a model,i.e. the ability to
produ
ce highly diversetrees. In this work, we have assum
ed thattrees with approximate MSE
are considered similar. This assum
ption does not seem to holdand other factorssuch as tree
depth and numberof leaf nodes should also be considered when measuring the similarity of
trees.
From Table 4.2, one can also obse
rve that there is no relations
hip between the numberof
clusters and the performance of the simplified model (MSE-value). In all datasets, we were
able to find the optimal numberof clusters and achievean acceptableaccuracy level before
the maximum numberof clusters was reached. The same reasoning applies for the rankingbased method.
In experiment 1, we have shownthat there is no post-pruningtechnique (search-based,
cluster-based, or ranking-based) that is supe
rior on all datasets and the choiceof the most
suitable techniqueis highly dependent on theapplication area and theamountof thetraining
data available. We have also demonstrated that it is possi
ble to reduce the size of the RFmodelwhile keeping the predictionaccuracy at a compar
able level to that of the original
model.Experiment 1 has also shownthat it is possible to construct a highly accurate RFmodelusinga smallernumberof trees. Finally, we have shownthatthere often exists a subset
of trees from the forest thatoutperform the full forest modelconstructed with a classica
l RF
algorithm.
Potential source of errors in experiment 1
It is of importance to discussthe choice of number of foldsand the way the datasets are
partitioned. As discusse
d in chapter 3 and more in detail in section 4.1, the algorithms are
trained and validated using datasets with different sizes (folds). The reason for this
partitioning is because of the nature of the algorithms in question. The search based
algorithms (SFS and SBS) requireadditional data to perform the simplification, while the
cluster based and ranking based algorithms do not. This partitioningof the datasets may
impact theresults of experiment 1. Onepotentialimpact is thatthesearch based models(SFS
and SBS) are trained with lessamountof data (7 folds)which may resultin a lessgoodmodel
unlike thecluster based and rankingbased models thatuses a larger amount of data (9 folds).
Therefore, it wouldbe of interest to compare theresults in this thesiswith theresults obtained
from training models onhe
t same amountof data.
The goal of the second experiment was to investigate the relations
hip between model
accuracy, modelinterpretability and modelsize. To address this proble
m, the rule based
techniquewas applied on fourdifferent datasets.The taskof finding a measureto evaluate the
interpretability of RF-models is considered as laborious and challenging by the research
community due to its subjective nature. To overcome this issue, we defined the
interpretability of RF-modelsin terms of rules. In order to measure the interpretability of a
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rule based modelextracted from an RF-model,we followed two definitions. Recall from
Section 3.2.2, the inter
pretability can beevaluated accordingto Definition1 and Definition 2.
Based on Table 4.4, it can be observed that we managed to transform opaqueRF-models into
moretranspa
rent rule based models.For the different numberof rules (100, 1000, 2000, and
3000), it can be seen that the rules extracted from the original RF-model fulfilled the
requirementsstate
d in Definition 1 and Definition 2. In otherwords,in each rulebased model
(100, 1000, 2000, and 3000), the total numbe
r of conditions in all rules and the average
numberof conditionsper rule were lessthanthosein the original RF-model. According to
Table 4.4, the rule based models with the size of 100 are the mosttransparent and simple
models.The more rules we added, themorethemodelinterpretability degraded and themore
the modelcomplexity increased. We can, therefore, concludethatthere exists a relations
hip
between themodelinterpretability and themodelsize. A modelis considered interpretable if
it consistsof a smallernumberof rules and conditionswhiletheinterpretability of themodel
deteriorates if morerules are added.
The figures 4.1-4.4 showtherelations
hip between modelsize and modelaccuracy. Based on
the information presented in thesefigures, it can be shownthat there exists a strong
correlation between the modelaccuracy and model size. The modelsconsisting of 100 rules
performworst while themodelsconsistingof 3000 rules performbest.The numberof missing
instances decreases if more rules are used. Therefore, our conclusion is that there exists a
correlation between the modelaccuracy, modelsize and modelinterpretability. If the model
size is decreased, the model interpretability is improved while the model accuracy is
degraded. On theother hand,if theinterpretability of a modelis to be increased, we have then
to sacrifice accuracy. Experiment 2 showe
d thatthere existed a relations
hip between model
size, modelinterpretability and modelaccuracy. We have shown,at least for the studied
settings, that the model interpretability is propo
rtional to modelaccuracy, i.e. a change in
model int
erpretability is accompani
ed by a change in the model cacuracy.
This chapter has discus
sed the results and finding of this thesis.In the beginning of this
chapter, we have analysed the outcom
es of the first experiment and the conclusion drawn is
thatthechoice of thepost-pruningtechniqueis highly depending on the application area and
the availability of training data. This chapter is ended by drawing the conclusion that the
model int
erpretability is propo
rtional to themodel c
acuracy.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this thesis,we have investigated the problem of simplifying machine learning models
generated by the RF algorithm
. The objective was to examine the possi
bility to preserve the
predictiveaccuracy achieved by the original modelafter the simplification is performed. To
accomplishthis objective, we have evaluated a set of state-of-the-art post-pruningtechniques
for thesimplification task. Three of thesetechniques (search based, cluster based, and ranking
based) were evaluated against each otherin order to find the mostsuitable technique.The
fourth post-pruning techniquenamed, rule based, was applied to examine the relations
hip
between modelaccuracy, modelinterpretability and modelsize. The maincontribut
ion of this
thesis ca
n besummarized as follows:
First,someof the studies takemodelaccuracy as theonly criterionwhileotherstudies define
modelinterpretability as theirmainmeasure. In this thesis
, we have taken into consideration
both cr
iterions whe
n investigating RF-models.
Second, to the best of our knowledge, mostof the available post-pruning approaches are
designed to handleclassification models
. As stated in Section 2.5, methods
thatare successful
for classificationmay notbedirectly applicable to regression problems. In thisthesis
, we have
modified all post-pruningtechniques to beppli
a ed to regression problems.
Third,this thesisis thefirst available work thatprovidesan extensivecomparisonof different
post-pruningtechniquesor
f theRF algorithmfor regression problems.
In this thesis
, we have shownthat it is possi
ble to reduce the size of a complex RF-model
while preserving, if not improving
, the accuracy of the original model.By building a welltunedRF-model,it is possible to find a subsetof trees that can produce results that are
compar
able to the results obtaine
d from the original model.
We have alsoshownthatthere is no significant difference in predictiveperformance between
the modelsgenerated by the search based, cluster based, and ranking based techniques.The
choiceof the mostsuitable post-pruningtechnique dependson the application area and the
amountof trainingdata available. If larger data sets are available, the search based method
can be used. Since it requires an extra validation dataset to perform thesimplification. On the
other hand, both the cluster based techniqueand the ranking based technique
s can be
considered if the amountof trainingdata available is limited.
Finally, this work has evaluated the concept of model interpretability. Using a rule-based
post-pruningtechnique
, we have shownthat model interpretability is proportionalto model
accuracy, at least for the studied settings. That is, a positive change in one variable is often
accompani
ed by a negative change in the secondvariable.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The aim of this chapter is to summarize the areas and possi
bilities for further research and
future work which have been highlighted th
rough this work.
The ideabehindthesearch based techniqueproposed by Bernard, Heutte and Adam (2009) is
notto discove
r theoptimal subsetof trees in an ensemble of trees, butrather to investigate the
extent to which the performance of an RF-model can be enhanced by removing some
particular trees from the ensemble. Thus,the optimality of the algorithm used to select the
individualtrees is nota priority here. An interesting aspect would,therefore, be to apply other
selection methodsthanSFS and SBS, i.e. selection methodsthat are known to providethe
optimal solution. Examples of such techniquesare the Branch and Bound method(Somol,
Pudil, & Kittler, 2004), and the genetic algorithms (Hao, Liu, & Sako, 2003). The search
based post-pruningtechniquerequires an additionaldataset called evaluation dataset in order
to perform the simplification. A valuable perspective wouldbe to obse
rve the changing in
performance for different sizes of the evaluation dataset. Recall from Section 3.2.1, the
evaluation metric used in this thesisis performance based. MSE is an example of a
performance based evaluationmetric. It wouldbe interesting to investigate otherevaluation
metrics,like diversity based metrics originally propose
d in (Ueda & Nakano, 1996). Finally,
Coelho and Zuben (2006) discussthe possi
bility to first sort the trees with respect to its
performance on the validation set before selecting the trees to be included in the simplified
model.
On the otherhand, the cluster based techniquesugg
ested by (Fawagreh et al., 2015) suffers
from two majordisadvantages. First,K-meansalgorithmis proneto converge to local minima
(Coelho & Zuben, 2006). Thesecond dis
advantage is the need ofa previously defined numbe
r
of clusters.To avoidthese limitations
, it wouldbe of importance to examine thepossi
bility to
apply an algorithm capable of automatically defining the number of clusters and more
powerful in the exploration of the search space. Using ARIA (Adaptive Radius Immune
Algorithm), which is a clustering algorithm propo
sed by (Bezerra, Barra, Castro,& Zuben,
2005), the limitations ni theK-means algorithmcan bealleviated.
For boththe cluster based techniqueand theranking based technique, the similarity measure
used is based on theMSE of each tree. Trees with approximate MSE are considered similar.
Using other similarity measures, like the ones discusse
d by Dutta (2009), it would be
interesting to compar
e the results of different similarity measures to determine the one that
yields better results. Anotherpromisi
ng research direction would be to use the Tree Edit
Distance (TED) metric as a way to compute the similarity between a pair of trees (Bille,
2005). Bille (2009) defines TED as, them minimal cost sequence of edit operations that
converts tre
e 𝑇1 into tree 𝑇2 .
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The rule based modelpropose
d by Mashayekhi and Gras (2015) can be extende
d in several
different directions in futureresearch. One possible direction is to improve the rule score
Equation (3.2) based on othermetricssuch as thenumberof features in theextracted ruleset
or theaverage number of ruleconditionsthatwere evaluatedin the ruleset in order to predict
an instance. Yet another research direction is to investigate otherheuristic search methods
such as simulated annealingor tabu se
arch.
We end this chapterby discussi
ng a possi
ble futureresearch direction for the interpretability
aspect of RF-models.It wouldbe interesting to apply theapproach examined in (Huysmanset
al., 2011) to theinterpretability measures used in this thesis
. The idea behind this approach is
to conduc
t an empirical study (end-user experiment) to evaluate and measure the
interpretability of different representation formats. To measure how interpretable a
representations,i three elements ar
e considered accuracy, answer time and answer confidence.
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